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Abstract
Ferebee, Denise Monette. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. May/2012.
Information Visualization: A Cyber Security Storm Map. Major Professor: Dipankar
Dasgupta, Ph.D.
When a cyber security event occurs, a person has to answer the following questions:
what events are happening; where are the events occurring; and how much damage has
occurred or will occur. Therefore, this research recommends a cyber security monitoring
system that provides correlation of time-series event data, a visual representation of the
security events, and gives a predictive forecast of potential events based on known
environmental states. The rationale for this comes from the need to have an overall view
of security events or storms that are occurring on a network while providing information
in reference to severity and a propagation pattern. Thus, it can potentially provide early
warnings so that events or storms can be proactively mitigated. In addition, it can help in
making business decisions by determining or understanding the relationship between the
computing devices and the business/information technology services they make up.
Therefore, goal of the research is to develop efficient software to visualize security
events in a user-friendly manner. To achieve this goal different fields such as the
following are leveraged:


Business Continuity



Information Visualization



Human Computer Interaction (HCI)



Network Security



Data mining
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In order to accomplish the fore mentioned features, methods such as event
correlation, geospatial information, information visualization, and human computer
interaction are incorporated.
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Chapter I: Introduction
On May 17, 1941, the Atanasoff-Berry Computer was created (Computer History
Museum, 2006). There was a transition from the vacuum tube-based to the transistorbased computers between 1958 – 1960 (Computer History Museum, 2006). Even though
this was a major jump, it was not until 1971 that the first personal computer was created
(Computer History Museum, 2006). With any major achievement in technology, there is
always someone attempting to misuse it. In 1983, Fred Cohen created a computer virus
that demonstrated the potential effectiveness of a Trojan horse attack (Bishop, 2004;
Zetter, 2009). Therefore, this incident was one of a number that started the need for
information security or information assurance.
Over the past 10 years, technology has rapidly changed. For example, devices
such as Apple’s iPhone/iPod (Apple), netbooks, mobile wireless access points, etc. have
changed how and where we connect to the Internet and to each other. Due to the
changes, people are constantly bombarded by information. Technology at this point has
become part of the general life experience (McCarthy, 2007). There are new access
points to information and new applications for information exchange and exploitation,
which increases the complexity of monitoring and analyzing potential system
compromises. Consequently, the perimeters of company, school, and home networks are
significantly less distinct. Each of these devices and networks require some form of
security mechanism. A security mechanism is defined as a method, tool, or procedure for
enforcing a security policy (Bishop, 2004; Kruegel, 2005). Where a security policy is
defined as what is and what is not allowed (Bishop, 2004; Kruegel, 2005),. These
mechanisms produce a significant amount of data that is used by security professionals as
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well as other organizations as shown in Figure 1. The data collection task is made of a
number of components. The first step is to gather the requirements for securing data.
These requirements come from both the business and Information Security (InfoSec)
sides based on business rules, standards, legal, and financial requirements that are
symbolized by the cooperation block. The business, InfoSec, cooperation, business
services, InfoSec services, and security mechanism blocks in Figure 1 illustrates the
progression through this process. Next, the data is collected from the security
mechanisms and is sent to the event correlation component. The output from the
correlation process will make up the data for the visualization. After creating the
visualization, the user is able to use it to analyze the impact.
One of the major issues with gathering security data is being able to discern
valuable information that is relevant to all individuals and organizations involved.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to show how security visualizations can be used
to bridge the gap of information understanding/consumption and impact analysis from an
information technology and a business aspect.
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Figure 1: Security Visualization Methodology

Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation is separated into five parts. Chapter II covers research related
topics that are incorporated into the cyber-security storm map approach. They consist of
security mechanisms, current standard, understanding the user experiences, and current
technologies.
Chapter III covers a proposed methodology for approaching a cyber security
visualization. Abstracting application devices up to the application services they make
up provides a frame of reference for understanding the portions of the enterprise that are
affected during a cyber-security event. The correlation of this data establishes how
related events are geographically and temporally.
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Chapter IV covers the implementation details of the methodology covered in
Chapter III. The details covered include how the data is generated, the features of the
cyber-security storm map, the event correlation and classification, the database and data
model, and the data retrieval services provide to the visualization.
Chapter V covers the experiments and results performed. The event correlation
process is stepped through via example(s). The metadata extrapolation is shown and how
the relationships are provided in the visualization.
Chapter VI discusses the conclusions reached from the experiments and results
covered in Chapter V. Recommendations for future research are made based on the
potential need of the event correlation and information fusion methodology and the need
to provide complex concepts to multiple audiences.
Current Contributions
[1] Denise Ferebee, Dipankar Dasgupta, Qishi Wu , Michael Schmidt. Security
Visualization: Cyber Security Storm Map and Event Correlation.. April, 2011.
In the proceedings of IEEE Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Cyber
Security (CICS) under IEEE Symposium Series in Computational Intelligence,
Paris, France.
[2] Denise Ferebee , Dipankar Dasgupta, Michael Schmidt. Cyber Security
Visualization Similar to Storm Map. In Sixth Cyber Security and Information
Intelligence Research Workshop. Oak Ridge, April, 2010.
[3] Qishi Wu, D. Ferebee, Y. Lin, Dipankar Dasgupta. Monitoring Security Events
Using Integrated Correlation-based Techniques. In ACM proceedings of Fifth
Cyber Security and Information Intelligence Research Workshop (CSIIRW). Oak
Ridge National Lab, Oak Ridge, TN: April, 2009.
[4] Denise Ferebee, Qishi Wu, Dipankar Dasgupta, Lin Yunyue. Visualization of
Security Events Using an Efficient Correlation Technique. In the proceedings of
the Symposium on Computational Intelligence in Cyber Security (CICS) at the
IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence (SSCI 2009). Sheraton
Music City Hotel in Nashville, TN: 2009.
[5] Qishi Wu , Denise Ferebee, Yunyue Lin, Dipankar Dasgupta . An Integrated
Cyber Security Monitoring System Using Correlation-based Techniques. Fourth
International Conference on System of Systems Engineering. 2009.
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[6] Denise Ferebee, Dipankar Dasgupta. Secuirty Visualization Survey. In the
proceedings of 12th Colloquium for Information Systems Security Education.
Dallas, Texas, USA: June, 2008.
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Chapter II: Research Related Topics
This chapter will cover background material in reference to security mechanisms;
best practices/guidelines, and standards; aspects of HCI; user experience; and current
technologies that potentially can be used to analyze security data. This material will help
to frame the perspective of how security data affects organizations and how they interact
with each other in reference to the trust that is needed to foster the feeling of being
secure.
Security Mechanism
Many security mechanisms protect the changing environments referenced in chapter I
(e.g., firewalls, application/business methods, policies, etc.) (Bishop, 2004; Kruegel,
2005). The main goals of security mechanisms are as follows:


Prevention: the failure of an attack



Detection: determining if an attack is occurring



Recovery: either stopping an attack and assessing and repairing the damage or
continuing to function normally even though an attack is underway (Bishop,
2004; Kruegel, 2005)

When a compromise occurs, there is a large volume of monitoring data produced because
each of these mechanisms has its own logging and alerting methods requiring some form
of maintenance by an administrator, developer or security engineer. Granted, there are
tools that are able to analyze this data from a specific domain (i.e. switch, server, firewall,
mobile device, etc.). However, the correlation of the data is difficult and time
consuming.
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Security mechanisms alone cannot adequately determine the extent of the impact
of a security breach because Information Security involves more than just Information
Technology (IT). It also involves “the business”. Therefore, the two sides have to
continually work together to determine “How well the business is doing”. “Well” in this
aspect references whether the business is suffering due to a security breach and “how is it
suffering”. In order to determine the effects of a security breach, the first step is to
determine which business organizations and components are involved. Thus, a Business
Impact Analysis (BIA) should be performed. The purpose for this is to determine
mission-critical business processes, IT processes, and resources that are affected by the
breach (Litan, 2009; Lyons IV, 2006; Scholtz T. , 2008; Witty, Baum, Mingay, &
Noakes-Fry, 2006). Hence, let us explore some of the standards and best
practices/guidelines that help to define and support this effort.
Standards
What is a standard? Why do we need them? These are a series of questions that
must be answered in order to justify their use. Suppose you have two IT organizations
that need to communicate via TCP. Organization A has a fiber backbone and needs to
communicate with Organization B that communicates via TCP by avian carrier. Hence,
communication can be a problem because the two organizations are not using a similar
method. Therefore, in the this research, “standards” are defined as the a set of techniques
that are agreed upon by a group of practitioners as being techniques/methods that bestow
the most trust that data and processes are error free.
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL). ITIL is an approach
to IT service management. A service is something that provides a customer value in the
7

sense that it can be directly utilized or consumed (i.e. business services) (Arraj, 2010;
ITIL, 2010). In the practice of service management, a service strategy is needed as
shown in Figure 2 consists of steps as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Service Lifecycle Explanation
Lifecycle Step

Purpose

Basis

Goal

Service Strategy

Deals with the design,

Practical decision

Increase the

maintenance, and

making by

economic life of the

implementation of a

understanding the

service

service by introducing

service assets,

concepts such as value

structures, and service

creation, market

economics

definition, and
solution space
Service Design

Deals with setting

Harnesses availability,

Taking a service

practical service

capacity, continuity

concept and

blueprints which puts

and service level

converting it to a

strategy into practice

management

realistic design

(i.e. reality).
Service Transition

Bridge the distance

Clear accountability

between projects and
operations

Sources: (An Introductory Overview of ITIL V3, 2010; Everything You Wanted to
Know About ITIL in Less Than One Thousand Words!, 2007)

Therefore, the questions are “what is an example of a business service” and “how
is it related to what IT does”. An example of a business service would be Payroll. IT
offers infrastructure services that provide the background work needed to take the
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business service to fruition. For example, IT services can be server administration,
storage administration, etc. All of these services are needed in order to deliver Payroll
because of the data storage, server maintenance, and other infrastructure needs (Arraj,
2010; Everything You Wanted to Know About ITIL in Less Than One Thousand Words!,
2007).

Service
Design

Service
Strategy
Service
Operations

Service
Transition

Figure 2. The service lifecycle (Everything You Wanted to Know About ITIL in
Less Than One Thousand Words!, 2007)

What does this have to do with Information Security? Because the applications,
the servers, and the network devices that are being monitored by IT for security breaches
are directly associated with a business service, we can take advantage of the relationship
to understand the impact (i.e. as business service and IT service impact). In addition,
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ITIL leverages standards such as ISO/IEC 20000 because they contain best practices for
managing information technology services (Arraj, 2010; Dugmore, 2008; An
Introductory Overview of ITIL V3, 2010). Therefore, in this research, the fore
mentioned relationships are leveraged in order to show security breach impact to an IT
service and business service.
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS). Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is the standard for maintaining credit card
data securely. PCI DSS has a set of core principles and requirements as shown in Source:
.

Table 2. PCI DSS Principles and Requirements
Principle

Requirement
1. Install and maintain firewall

Build and maintain a secure network

configurations
2. Do not use defaults (i.e. passwords and
configurations) for systems and other
security parameters
3. Protect stored credit cardholder data

Protect cardholder data

4. Use encrypted transmissions when
supplying credit cardholder data across
public or open networks.
Maintain a vulnerability Management

5. Use regularly updated anti-virus software

Program

6. Design and maintain secure applications
and systems
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Table 2. PCI DSS Principles and Requirements
Principle

Requirement
7. Restrict cardholder data access by

Implement Strong access Controls

business need
8. Give each computer user a unique ID.
9. Physically restrict cardholder data
10. Log all access to network resources and

Regularly Monitor and Test Networks

cardholder data.
11. Regularly test security process and
systems
12. Maintain an information security policy

Maintain an Information Security Policy

Source: (Payment Card Industry (PCI) Data Security Standard, 2009; PCI
Security Standards Council, 2010)

Standards such as PCI DSS provide IT with security requirements for business
functions/services as shown in Table 2. Therefore, this is an example of security
requirements imposed on a company based on business need by an outside company.
Thus, it requires communication and cooperation between business and IT to fulfil
service needs.
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). Many companies have
a need to assure their stakeholders, customers, and suppliers that they are performing
business tasks at the upmost level. In order for the parties to understand each other, they
have to speak the same language and have similar points of reference. This is done by
adhering to standards by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (Arraj,
2010; International Organization for Standardization, 2010).
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Best Practices/Guidelines
Not every processes that a business or organization adheres is a standard. Therefore,
I will refer to those as guidelines/best practices (i.e., methods that have been determined
to be practical but are not required). From the previous sections, I focussed on what
purpose standards have in making decisions in reference to business and technology
services. It was shown that they provide a feeling of assurance to organizations,
stakeholders, customers, etc. This view of assurance and commonality can be enhanced
further by incorporating industry best practices into an organization’s processes.
Therefore, this section will cover some of these best practices in reference to information
security when it comes to the aspect of business continuity, disaster recovery, and
business impact analysis.
Business Continuity Management. Business Continuity Management (BCM) is
defined as an organization’s processes of effectively dealing with the following:


Identification and risk mitigation that can cause business disruption



Disruptive event response



Recovery and restoration of critical business functions after a disruption



Post-mortem analysis of the processes for improvement purposes (Witty &
Boyle, 2010)

If a business cannot recover or manage a disruptive event, it can be a major cause for
damage and potentially severe legal issues. As stated earlier, more than just information
security practitioners analyze security events or business disruptions.
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Business impact analysis. When a security breach occurs, it affects all aspects of
the business from financial, brand management, communications, legal, etc. Thus,
requiring IT and non-IT organizations to understand what has happened in order to
determine the risk and business impact. Therefore, this section covers the exploration of
the aspects and organizations where security data is used and how it is used to determine
the extent of a security breach. These aspects include organization collaboration and
information sharing scenarios.
Collaboration. As stated in the previous section, information involves a company
as a whole (Lyons IV, 2006; Scholtz & Byrnes, 2010). You must first get to know the
business and its components. This involves understanding the business goals, financial
needs, legal obligations, etc. (ITIL, 2010; Litan, 2009; Lyons IV, 2006).
Information sharing scenarios. Information security issues affect many different
aspects of the business industry. Challenges can range from loss of profit, company
brand damage, network slowdowns, confidentiality issues through liability lawsuits, etc.
as shown in Figure 3. Security Data Users. These scenarios go on everyday in the world
of Information Technology and specifically Information Security. Therefore, in this
section, several scenarios are discussed.
Sales/Financial scenario. Suppose, you are in a meeting when you receive a
message on your BlackBerry stating the corporate ecommerce site is down and customers
are unable to purchase the software that your company sells (BlackBerry, 2010). This is
very unsettling to you because you are a sales manager and you need to understand what
is causing the outage and how much money the company will lose. You rush down to
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Jack’s, your employee’s, cubicle to get additional information. Jack tells you that there is
a meeting and you need to be able to discuss the financial impact from a sales
perspective. There is one problem, you do not know what the problem is and therefore,
cannot discuss the financial aspect. Therefore, your team starts to gather information
from the systems administrators of the production application. Their manager is Ted.
While in a conference room with your team, you give Ted a call. You explain to Ted that
you need to understand what is going with the site. Ted explains that there is an
“upstream” application that has a “backlog of transactions” due to several servers being
“compromised” and is causing a “network slowdown” which is causing the main
ecommerce application to “timeout”. You tell Ted that it is fine and good but, what is the
actual problem. Now, Ted is left with the question of “how do I get you to understand
the problem” and you are left with the question “what did Ted mean by time out and how
is that going to affect sales”.
Management scenario. You are in the middle of the movie theatre on a Friday
night and you receive a message on you Blackberry (BlackBerry, 2010). The message is
referring to a number of servers that you manage/support have crashed and it just happens
to be the week that you are on-call. While mouthing “good bye” to the people that you
are with, you rush out the door and head to your house to connect remotely. While you
are logging on to one of the remote consoles to determine what is wrong with a server,
your manager calls you to find out what is currently happening. You explain to him that
you are having network failures and server crashes due to a virus. Your manager is
nontechnical and does not understand how a virus could cause a network failure and a
server crash. How do you explain the affects of viruses from another server is causing
14

issues on the servers that you are trying to recover to your manager? How do you show
that there is a ripple effect in terms that are understandable?
So far, I have looked at scenarios from a financial to a general management view.
However, there are a number of other people or organizations that are affected as shown
in Figure 3. They consist of administrators having to deal with servers and network
equipment. Next, there are legal obligations due to contracts; laws, etc. are affected by
all types of communications such as communications that are released in reference to
security breach news. All of these affect businesses whether public, private, or
governmental, non-profit, or educational.

15

Company’s Board of Directors

Legal
Management

Customer Service
System Administrator

Security
Information
Finance

Corporate Communications

Information Security
Research and Development

Physical Security

Figure 3. Security Data Users

Therefore, contrary to popular belief, a security breach affects all aspects of the
business from technical to financial as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, the audiences for
this correlated information can be from varying fields or professional areas. As
mentioned, several organizations make use of security data. Some of these consist of but
not limited to the following:
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Table 3. Security Data Users
Professional

Usage
Analyzes data from security
mechanisms
Analyzes data from servers, some
network devices, applications, etc.
Analyzes data from network
devices
Answers the 50,000 ft questions
about how services are affected.

Security Engineer
System Administrator
Network Engineer
Management
Financial Planning
Representative

Deals with financial impact
Deals with application changes and
fixes.
Communications information in
reference to customer impact
Deals with all legal aspects.

Application Development
Communications
Legal

The Unifying Information Factor. As shown in the previous sections such as
scenarios, standards and best practices, security information has to be meaningful for the
average non-security professional. This can be achieved by leveraging the human vision
system to create security visualizations. In order to construct a visualization to provide
the fore mentioned information, the following questions must be answered:


What is the best way to visually represent these events?



How do I take advantage of existing user knowledge to make the information and
context meaningful?



What is the difference between what is being proposed and existing systems?



How do I measure the improvement?
17

However, an intuitive holistic analysis tool has been lacking (i.e. a tool that provides
a macro view of security health). Therefore, the purpose of this document is to research a
novel method for visualizing security storms at a holistic view. I am recommending a
process for designing visualizations and a visualization that takes advantage of the
cognitive psychology portion of human-computer interaction, user experience, and
current technology. The proposed visualization will provide a weather map type view of
security events occurring on a network at a service level. The visualization framework
will include aspects from various fields of study and standards such as Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI), current security visualization methods, event correlation, Common
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), and Geographical Information Systems (GIS).
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
Human-Computer Interaction is defined as “a discipline concerned with the
design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use
and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them” (Hewett, 1996; Wania, 2006).
Like information visualization and cyber security, HCI is a multidisciplinary field with
focus areas in computer science, cognitive psychology, sociology, etc. (Wania, 2006).
HCI in its early days focused on two areas methods and software. Methods were
centered on the techniques to for better usability and software was centered on inventing
and refining graphical user interfaces (Wania, 2006).
Many of the materials found were focusing on the technical aspect of HCI and not on the
cognitive psychological aspects and how people actually make the decisions they do and
are affected or effect the technology that they use from an experience stand point. This
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being said; one of the major focuses of this research is to make use of the cognitive
psychology aspect by focusing on visual information processing. There are three stages
of this process and they are as follows: (1) extracting low-level properties of the visual
scene by parallel processing, (2) pattern perception, and (3) sequential goal-directed
processing (Ware, 2004). Therefore, in order to construct meaningful security
visualizations, an understanding of what is influencing the user’s visual perception and
understanding has to be achieved. This is done through establishing answers to the
following questions:


What tasks are the users going through to conclude the severity of a security
breach?



What are the gaps in the current methods?



What are the user roles?



What purpose/value does the information serve in order to mitigate risk?

Based on the fore mentioned context, HCI will play a significant role in designing the
needed visualization.
User Experience
In the early stages of HCI research, the focus was on three principles: (1) focus on
users and tasks, (2) empirical measurement, and (3) iterative design (Cockton). There
was little focus or consideration on the user’s experience.
To focus on user experience, experience must be quantified. It is almost the
intangible component of how the user interacts with the data and delivery mechanism.
Most of the intangible aspect spawns from the psychological effect of what motivates the
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user and how the outcomes make them feel. By characterizing the user, profiling the
data, and creating a new user profile as shown in Figure 4, we capture user experience.
Current Technologies Evaluated
This section covers the evaluated technologies that provide a path to create a
cyber-security storm map.
Visualization methodology. When it comes to visualization, there are techniques
in reference to environment, display, color, lightness, visual attention, patterns, etc.
(Cockton). Before any of these techniques are applied, I first need to understand the user
of the visualization and their needs. Thus, I am profiling our users as shown in Figure 4.
First, we need to understand what the current process is for understanding and correlating
the data. Next, profile the data, the information need, and the purpose or how the
information is used. Finally, we create the new user profile/process by examining the
input data location and context, the workflow (i.e. visualization workflow), user roles and
identities, the agenda when the visualization will be used, and the value of the
information provided.
The MS-Guidelines, MS-Process, MS-Taxonomy can be beneficial to this process
(Nesbitt, 2005). MS-Guidelines are organized by leveraging the MS-Taxonomy that
defines six main classes with-in the multi-sensory design space (Nesbitt, 2005). These
classes include visual display, auditory display, haptic display, spatial metaphors, direct
metaphors, and temporal metaphors. Spatial metaphors refer to the concepts of space
perception. Direct metaphors refer to how an individual’s senses detect information.
Temporal metaphors refer the perception of events over time. These concepts are
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beneficial in helping to profile users by providing base concepts that can be used to
capture requirements of how the user will or can interact with the visualized data.
In addition, Colin Ware’s “Information Visualization Perception for Design”
provides a basis for designing visualizations that take into account the cognitive
psychology aspect, data characteristics, and suggests types of visualizations and
components that enhance the user’s experience (Ware, 2004).

Concept Map
Expert Profile

Data Profile

New User Profile

From
Whom
Expert Theory

Context

Data Need
Workflow

Purpose
Roles

Identities

Agendas

Value

Figure 4. Concept Map

Security visualizations. Current security visualizations consist of but are not
limited to the following types: simple charts, histograms, scatter plots, parallel
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coordinates, maps, treemaps, three-dimensional views, etc. Visualization also has a
human factor aspect. Therefore, providing a meaningful visualization requires having a
good understanding of the user, the problem, and the information to be conveyed
(Hewett, 1996; Marty, 2008).
VisAlert is a visualization tool that integrates log and alert files into an intuitive
visualization that is a mix between a topology map and concentric circles around the
outside similar to a ring chart. As shown in Figure 5, this visualization shows alert type
by color-coding, a larger node size to show more alerts, and a larger beam indicating
persistence (Mansmann, Fischer, Keim, & North, 2009).

Figure 5. VisAlert (Mansmann, Fischer, Keim, & North, 2009)
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REFLEX is a solution where user, application, source, and destination are
visualized using parallel-coordinates in order to show the relationships between the
occurring events (Foresti, 2006).
These visualizations have been exceedingly helpful to the security field.
However, the average businessperson will have difficulty in understanding them.
Therefore, we need to explore ways to visualize and correlate the meaning of security
issues for more than just the average security professional (i.e. by taking advantage of the
user’s various frames of knowledge references).
Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS). The CVSS is scoring
standard that is agreed to by various software and hardware companies, government
agencies, etc. as a point of reference for determining the severity of a security
vulnerability (A Complete Guide to the Common Vulnerability Scoring System Version
2.0, 2009). In the proposed solution, we will take advantage of using these formulas to
calculate the severity of vulnerability as shown in Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6. The
CVSS has three types of scoring types. They are base, temporal, and environmental.
Base metrics deal with the characteristics of a vulnerability. Temporal metrics deal with
the threat the vulnerability poses over time. Environmental metrics deal with a specific
computer environment’s risks/characteristics associated with the threat. We will total up
the number of vulnerabilities by severity as shown in Table 7 (A Complete Guide to the
Common Vulnerability Scoring System Version 2.0, 2009). Based on which severity
level has the largest number of vulnerabilities per node, we will change the visualization
according. The CVSS base metric severity ranges are as follows: low for a base metric
value between 0 and 3.9; medium for a base metric value between 4.0 and 6.9; and high
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for a base metric value between 7.9 and 10. These ranges are also ranged in Table 7.
These visualization changes will be discussed further in the Chapter IV:.
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Table 4: CVSS Base Equations (A Complete Guide to the Common Vulnerability
Scoring System Version 2.0, 2009)
Base Equations
BaseScore =
round_to_1_decimal(((0.6*Impact)+(0.4*Exploitabilit
y)-1.5)*f(Impact))
Impact = 10.41*(1-(1-ConfImpact)*(1IntegImpact)*(1-AvailImpact))
Exploitability = 20*
AccessVector*AccessComplexity*Authentication
f(impact)= 0 if Impact=0, 1.176 otherwise

Table 5: CVSS Temporal Equations (A Complete Guide to the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System Version 2.0, 2009)
Temporal Equations
TemporalScore =
round_to_1_decimal(BaseScore*Exploitability
*RemediationLevel*ReportConfidence)
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Table 6: CVSS Environmental Equations (A Complete Guide to the Common
Vulnerability Scoring System Version 2.0, 2009)
Environmental Equations
EnvironmentalScore =
round_to_1_decimal((AdjustedTemporal+
(10AdjustedTemporal)*CollateralDamagePotential)*
TargetDistribution)
AdjustedTemporal = TemporalScore recomputed
with the BaseScores Impact sub-equation
replaced with the AdjustedImpact equation
AdjustedImpact = min(10,10.41*(1-(1ConfImpact*ConfReq)*(1IntegImpact*IntegReq)
*(1-AvailImpact*AvailReq)))

Table 7: Proposed Cyber Storm Map Vulnerability Equations
Cyber Storm Map Vulnerability Equations
TotalLowSeverity = Count(BaseScores)
where 0.0 => BaseScore <= 3.9
TotalMediumSeverity = Count(BaseScores)
where 4.0 => BaseScore <= 6.9
TotalHighSeverity = Count(BaseScores)
where 7.0 => BaseScore <= 10.0
TotalNumVulnerabilites = TotalLowSeverity + Total MediumSeverity +
TotalHighSeverity
PercentLow = TotalLowSeverity/TotalNumVulnerabilties
PercentMedium = TotalMediumSeverity/TotalNumVulnerabilties
PercentHigh = TotalHighSeverity/TotalNumVulnerabilities
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Geographical Information Systems (GIS). GIS is a system that captures,
manages, displays, and analyzes information within the context of geographic relations.
This type of information representation is beneficial in the following ways: showing
density of relationship occurrence, quantity in relation to location, etc. (ESRI: GIS;
Hertzog, 2006).
Mapping the number of physicians per 1000 people is an example use for GIS.
The user determines the amount of medical coverage provided in a given area. Mapping
security event occurrences in this manner can be beneficial in show the relationship
between geographical areas (ESRI: GIS; Hertzog, 2006).
How does this relate to what is being proposed? For the purposes of this research,
Business Services will be linked to devices that linked to a physical location. Therefore,
when a security event occurs, we have a link directly to the locations involved.
Weather map. Meteorology is the science dealing with the atmospheric
conditions including weather and climate. Meteorologists have the daunting task of
conveying temporal and spatial data (ArcGIS; Dictionary.com). Therefore, they leverage
the use of various visualizations to provide the public with meaningful forecast models
(Mayer, 2005).
A weather map is a visualization that uses geographical and meteorological data to
provide forecasts. One of the major things to understand is how the weather map changes
over time (Mayer, 2005). The ability to produce fluid predictions comes by gaining key
information about using the multimedia tools and drawing conclusions from the data
available (Mayer, 2005). The understanding gained by producing fluid predictions is
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applicable in cyber security to show the temporal and spatial changes of security events
based on geographical location.
Random Matrix Theory (RMT). In previous research, we hypothesized that we
could apply the universal properties of RMT to the sensor/security mechanism data of
cyber security. The sensor data in this process was based on the number of occurrence
(i.e. how many times CPU utilization, network utilization/availability, memory
utilization, etc. was over a particular percentage during a period of time). A correlation
threshold was determined by constructing a network of profiles using RMT. Next, the
correlation matrix was de-noised based on the following two characteristics of symmetric
matrices (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, &
Dasgupta, 2009 (c)):
1. The nearest neighbor spacing distribution (NNSD) of eigenvalues follows
Wigner surmise of Gaussian Orthogonal Ensembles (GOE) if a correlation
between nearest-neighbor eigenvalues exists
2. The NNSD conforms to a Poisson distribution if there is no such correlation
(Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, &
Dasgupta, 2009 (c)).
The transition between the two distributions were used as a threshold to construct an
event indicator network where the nodes represent event indicators and the edges
represent the correlations between all pairs of indicators with weights equal to correlation
coefficients. Then, a correlation network is constructed using the original correlation
matrix where the only edges that are kept are the ones that are higher than the threshold.
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Thus, a graphical representation is produced of a security event under the current security
breach (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta,
2009 (b); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (c)).
New correlation networks are compared to classified networks stored in a
database. The comparison is made of two sets of nodes and edges where the edges are
classified in the following manner (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q. ,
Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (b); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (c)):


Shared Internal (SI): The subset of internal edges that are shared by both
networks such that the vertices also exist in both networks.



Non-shared (NS): The subset of edges that are not shared by are connected to
shared nodes



Bridging (BR): The subset of edges that connect shared and non-shared.



External (EX): The subset of edges that connect to nodes in the non-shared
edges

Similarity is calculated based on the relationships of the shared internal, non-shared, and
bridging edges and nodes.
In this chapter, security mechanisms, business and technical standards, HCI, user
experience, and current technologies were covered. These subject areas provide guidance
in approaching the problem of providing efficient security visualizations. Security
mechanisms are the hardware and software that give an assurance of trust in reference to
computer system functionality. Trust in these situations refers to the feeling that
applications and hardware are functioning with normal parameters and are free from
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issue. However, security mechanisms alone do not provide a clear understanding of how
security events affect an enterprise environment or provide guidance. Therefore, this
prompted a review of various security standards and best practices. These guides
describe methods on how to handle security events and how to interact with other groups
during such events. The interaction and mitigation procedures uncover the need for
information sharing across multiple audiences. The information shared is assessed in
multiple decision-making processes on risk mitigation and impact analysis. Because
multiple audiences need to understand the information and how it impacts business and
IT services, a tool that combines the information and highlights event significance is
needed. Therefore, the next chapters I will discuss a methodology to meet these needs.
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Chapter III: Proposed Methodology
This chapter covers the methodology used to create the security storm map. The
fundamentals of visualization and the use of event correlation help to create an automated
means of stepping through the process of finding a pattern in the event that is occurring.
These patterns will help in analysis and decision making in order to mitigate the risk
associated with the security event.
Visualization
In the previous chapters, it was stated that the main purpose for this research is to
produce a security analysis application, which employs visualization in order to provide
cyber security events in an user-friendly manner.
The event visualization-analysis process consists of the following four stages as
shown in Figure 6 (Ware, 2004):
•

Collection and storage of data

•

Preprocessing to transform the data into something understandable

•

Display hardware and the graphics algorithms that produce an image on
the screen

•

Human perceptual and cognitive system (i.e., perceiver)
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Figure 6. Schematic of the Visualization Process (Ware, 2004)

An example of collecting data in an authentication application is to keep logs of
all successful and failed login attempts. This data is usually stored in a security log file
or database. Because of the amount of authentication data collected, it is difficult to
determine just by reading the raw data what is happening. Therefore, some form of data
cleansing and aggregation is required. Thus, stage two of the visualization process is
transforming the data into something that is understandable. Stage 3 consists of putting
the data in a visually understandable format. This requires the use of hardware and
software to produce an image that shows links in the data that are hard to determine/find
just by reading the raw data. At this point, the human perception and cognitive systems
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kick in to perceive the image and determine some analytical significance of the data and
is the fourth stage of the visualization process.
In this research, phase 1 will consists of security data collected by mechanisms
and tools such as firewalls, application rules, operating system monitoring, etc. This is
emulated by creating a security event generator that selects security vulnerabilities with
the premise that they have been exploited. In phase 2, the data are transformed via a
correlation engine that summarized the data, creates the metadata links, correlates, and
classifies the data to make it understandable. Then the output goes to a visualization
application and is presented to the user. Phase 4 of the process requires the end-user to
perceive the significance of the event presented. In order to accomplish the fourth stage,
it is essential to understand what the end-user goes through to find meaning in the data
(i.e., to synthesize a sense-making process) (Dervin, 1998).
Sense making for purposes of this project requires understanding the process/steps
the user goes through to gather information about a security event (i.e. data foraging)
(Dervin, 1998). The next step is to determine the meaning or significance of the data
available. Once that meaning or schema is instantiated, the information is used to
analyze the problem or situation. After the analyses have been completed, an action or
plan is made. This process is cyclic as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Sense-making of a Security Event

The sense-making concept is part of the concept analysis depicted in Figure 4. In
security event analysis or any specific subject area, there is going to be a subject matter
expert (SME) who goes through a process to solve the problem which needs to be
captured that is deemed valuable. These steps are the basis for a correlation engine to
forage through the data, determine a pattern, and present information visually. Such
visualization needs to take advantage of the human vision system and visual analysis
process as shown in Figure 7 to represent a large amount of data in a meaningful way.
This cuts down on the analysis and mitigation time.
In the next two sections, the visual processing and sense-making concepts are
applied to a holistic visualization and an event correlation. The holistic visualization is
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accomplished by applying the visualization process and performing the sense-making
steps via a correlation engine.
Holistic View of Security Visualization
How will a weather map provide a holistic view of security events? For purposes
of this research, we define a holistic security view as a view that looks at the business and
IT services as a whole. In the past, the focus of determining a security event was an issue
at the device level. This was seen as an error in an application log file, a failed login
attempt on a server, unblocked port on a firewall, etc. These events were treated
separately. Therefore, key information is missed by ignoring their relationships.
Evaluating security mechanisms separately requires subject matter experts to guess that
they see a pattern between applications by only reviewing a small subset of data. By
focusing on services and locations, a relationship between devices and application
services is defined. Thus, this provides a holistic view of information for a diverse
audience. To accomplish this, I propose to use a weather map view.
First, we abstract the network components by service and then by location.
Therefore, there is no end-user information overload. A drill-down from location shows
each business or IT service that is available at that location. Building on this metadata
allows for additional meaning to be added when an event occurs because the security
visualization can potentially show the spread of virus propagation, one view may show
propagation rate, recovery rate as the patches or antivirus mitigations has started. The
main purpose for this visualization is to provide data analysis assistance for decision
support purposes (i.e., to show emerging relationships that typically go unnoticed because
the data cannot observed as a whole or because of sheer volume).
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Features. What features will the visualization provide? There will be three views
of the data provided: (1) the location view as shown at point 2 in Figure 8, (2) the storm
map view as shown point 1 Figure 8, and (3) the service view. First is the location view.
The location view shows the connected locations and the security vulnerabilities that are
occurring. The storm map view starts with a set of physical locations illustrating how
each site connects to another site. From each location, the user can drill down and see the
business and IT services that are available at that location. This provides a similarity
between the proposed security weather/storm map and a meteorological weather map. In
a meteorological weather map like Doppler radar icons in reference to high and low wave
fronts (with different colors), hurricanes and snowstorms are visible and intuitive. A
similar approach is used here to highlight the propagation of security threat/storms. The
collection of icons will be used as a legend to describe the types of security storms as
shown in Figure 9. Accordingly, the first icon represents a network slowdown, the
second icon represents a virus, and the third icon represents a hacker. The user will be
able to select nodes in order to obtain additional information such as detailed description
of the events and severity that are occurring via a popup window.
From the service view, the user is able to see devices that make up the services.
They can drill down to see the devices connected to each service and the events that are
occurring as shown in stage 3 of Figure 8. This gives the network or security engineer
the ability to see which portions of the network are plagued by events and determine
impact based on business need. This additional metadata can be used to narrow down the
steps for risk mitigation.
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Figure 8. Visualization Mock-up

The cyber-storm map is similar to a meteorological weather map by showing
security storm progression as shown in Figure 10. The user is provided a preferences
panel, a security-warning panel, and a security event simulation panel as shown in Figure
11. These components allow the user to customize their view so that they can see the
information relevant for their needs. They will be allowed to turn the icons off and on for
various types of events from the view layout. The history form of the preferences panel
will allow the users to select a date and time in order to view historical events and see
their progression to better understand the event propagation.
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Figure 9. Storm Map Icons

Figure 10. Security Storm Map Mock-up
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Figure 11. Security Visualization Application Mock-up

Event Correlation
One of the major factors not considered in existing literature of event correlation
using RMT was the location information as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows the
original framework for the system. It consists of a time-series data collector, an intrusion
detection system (i.e., a security mechanism), a correlation engine to correlate the
security events detected, a RMT-based correlation network constructor, a known event
database, and event identifier, and security visualization that provide results to the enduser. Basically, after the events were correlated, the correlation networks were de-noised
and compared to the known events database. If there was no similarity, the correlation
network was added to the database and then provided to the user as visualization. In this
approach, the time series data consisted of gathering system performance and other
security mechanism data and did not take into account location. In the new approach,
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location information is taken into consideration. Therefore, I worked under the premise
of business and IT services because this will allow me to abstract the devices up to a
service offering (i.e., many devices make up a service). In addition, many companies
reside globally and therefore, their services reside globally and these issues should be
taken into an account that service locations and service offerings can affect other
locations and offerings.
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Figure 12. Framework of an Integrated Adaptive Cyber Security Monitoring
System (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, &
Dasgupta, 2009 (c))
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From our previous work, we observed correlations from security
sensor/mechanism indicators where indicators consisted of memory utilization, CPU
utilization, login failures, etc. as referenced in Chapter II Literature Review (Wu Q. ,
Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (b); Wu Q.
, Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (c)). It was observed that number of events identified
increased with the number of times steps as shown in Figure 13 and the number of events
identified increased with the number of event indicators as shown in Figure 14. The
more data provided for correlation (i.e. the larger the original matrix prior to correlation)
the better the identification. Therefore, the more event indicators and the more
timestamps provided in the matrix prior to correlation increases the ability to find a
similar matrix from the known events database.

Figure 13: Effect of the number of event indicators (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, &
Dasgupta, 2009 (c))
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Figure 14: Effect of the number of time steps (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, &
Dasgupta, 2009 (c))

I have chosen to use CVSS because security device, software, and network device
manufactures have standardized their vulnerability references in this manner. The
following are examples of these vulnerabilities (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures,
2010):
o CVE-2001-0333 - CVSS v2 Base Score:7.5
o CVE-2001-0507 - CVSS v2 Base Score:7.2
o CVE-2000-0884 - CVSS v2 Base Score:7.5
o CVE-1999-1011 - CVSS v2 Base Score:10.0
The data has been expanded from a matrix M that only consisted of event and
time interval data as shown in Figure 15 to a set of matrices Ln where n is the number of
business/organization locations. We reference each location Ln geospatially (i.e. by
latitude and longitude). Each row in Ln is a CVSS vulnerability Vi where I is the number
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of different types of vulnerabilities that occurred at a location Ln. Each column in Ln is a

Tj

...

...

...

...

...

T4

T3

T2

T1

time stamp Tj where J is the number of time intervals as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Original Matrix M Showing Events by Time Intervals
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Figure 16. Security Data Cube
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We evaluated applying the previous correlation method to the newly expanded
data. However, we realized that we would have information loss in reference to location
and the correlation of vulnerabilities between locations. In this approach, we used a set
of matrices Dp where P is the number of matrices in the set which will be two. D1 is the
matrix where each row is CVSS vulnerability Vi and each column is a time interval Tj.
D2 is the matrix where each row is a CVSS vulnerability Vi and each column is the
number of occurrences at a location Ln. The purpose of D2 is to be the basis of a
correlation between vulnerabilities and locations (i.e., vulnerabilities occurring at one
location can affect other locations and we are using this to capture that information) as
shown in Figure 16.
Each set of matrices Dp will be used to create two correlation networks Cn.. The
set of networks Cn represents a security event/storm. The correlation matrix C1 is created
based on our original research and will characterize the storm at a location Ln. The
correlation matrix C2 will be created based on our original research and will only be used
to determine what other locations might be involved or affecting the current security
storm. Each correlation network will be compared to the database of known storms in
order to find a match.
In this chapter, general visualization concepts, a holistic security visualization,
and event correlation were covered. Holistic security is defined as observing all areas of
security business and IT as a whole. This is the basis for a holistic security visualization.
The event correlation component is essential in implementing the holistic visualization.
It provides the metadata relationships that are needed to produce the visualization.
Therefore, in the next chapter, we will cover the implementation details of these
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components and how they are used together to produce a security visualization to reach
multiple audiences.
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Chapter IV: Implementation Details
In this chapter, I cover the process for implementing the fore mentioned
visualization and event correlation. This includes the hardware and software
implementation of the experiment environment in order to achieve these goals as shown
in Figure 17.

Event Correlation
and
Classification Application
Database

Data Retrieval Services
Application Server

Event Creator
Application

End-User
Visualization
Application

Figure 17. Security Visualization and Event Correlation Test Environment
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Figure 17 shows the five major components of the cyber-storm map system. They
consist of a security event generator, security event database, data retrieval services, an
event correlation and classification engine, and an end-user visualization application.
These components are similar to the components shown in Figure 12. These components
will be the basis for the new cyber-storm map visualization/system and are outlined in
this chapter.
To begin, we will work from the sample network diagram in Figure 18. It is a
base from Advanced Cyber Attack Modeling, Analysis, and Visualization Report
(ACAMAV) (Jajodia & Noel, 2010). In the ACAMAV report, there was one network
location and one mail server and one web server. In our example, we have expanded it to
three locations in order to show the relationship between locations that share business or
IT services. There will be three server locations Location A as Memphis, TN, Location B
as Birmingham, AL, and Location C as Little Rock, AR.
Web Server A and Web Server B are both running a vulnerable version of
Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS), which is reachable from outside the firewall.
Both mail servers A and B are not secured properly. Both Web Server A and Web Server
B have the following vulnerabilities (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures, 2010):


CVE-2001-0333 - CVSS v2 Base Score:7.5 (Common Vulnerability Scoring
System, 2010)



CVE-2001-0507 - CVSS v2 Base Score:7.2 (Common Vulnerability Scoring
System, 2010)



CVE-2000-0884 - CVSS v2 Base Score:7.5 (Common Vulnerability Scoring
System, 2010)



CVE-1999-1011 - CVSS v2 Base Score:10.0 (Common Vulnerability Scoring
System, 2010)
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Figure 18. Sample Scenario Network Layout

Event Data Generator
In this section, I cover the event generator’s hardware and software components.
This section consists of decisions made in order to bring this software component to
fruition.
Hardware. Initially, in the design of this cyber security system, I created
multiple VMware virtual machines (VM) running various operating systems in order to
simulate having a multi-hardware environment (VMware Server, 2012). It proved
difficult to maintain the hardware on which the VMs were running because of hardware
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requirements and input and output (I/O) contingency issues from a network, disk, and
memory perspective. Therefore, I decided to create an application to simulate these
components. This would not require me to setup a specific system for each hardware
profile. Thus, I decided to use the National Vulnerability Database’s Common Platform
Enumeration (CPE) Dictionary (Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) Dictionary,
2012). This allowed me to have a definition various hardware, software, and operating
system profiles without having to implement each component.
Now, that I have a way to define the hardware and software profiles that I need
for the event data creation, I can write an application to create the events based on the
profiles provided. Since this should be a small application, I decided to use a laptop for
this purpose. The laptop hardware consisted of a Toshiba Satellite X205with 4GB of
RAM, two 250GB hard drives, an Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU T5450.
Software. Initially, in the design of this cyber security system, I created all of the
attacks used in creating the test data using Metasploit (Metasploit, 2012). It proved to
very difficult and required days to create security event samples that needed to occur over
hours of time. The main issues with creating the event data in this manner was keeping
track of the exploits that were attempted. The next issue was guarantying the exploit was
successful on the software and hardware, installing performance software to keep track of
the systems performance from a CPU, memory, disk utilization perspective, and
recording that information into a central location (i.e. database for easy retrieval).
Therefore, I decided once I was able to create the hardware profiles without having to
setup the various hardware components, I would write an application to perform this task.
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This would provide me with an easily repeatable method to create event data. Thus, I
designed a Java application.
The Java application needed to be able to create multiple events simultaneously
during a time interval and to record the event data in a database for logging purposes and
to be used by other system components. Thus, I needed to design a multi-threaded
application that could write to a database. The multi-threaded portion needed to create
threads at specified time window, thus requiring a scheduling component. I decided to
use Java’s Executors thread pool and scheduling components. This provided a means to
having an interval timer and multiple event selections.
Next, database integration was provided. I decided to use MySQL in order to
have a database for this environment (MySQL:: Developer Zone, 2012). Initially, I
created an application to create and test the database connection. It was determined that
the database connection time was very slow. At this point, I looked for ways to improve
this. This required providing a database connection pool. Therefore, I followed the
example provided by Oracle for JDBC (JDBC Connection Pools, 2012). This provided a
way to cache database connections to be used by another component and cut down on
connection creation time. Once this was completed, I proceeded to create the class
definitions for the data generator.
Use Case. In this section, the use case for the event data generator is discussed. It
has a default set of values as referred to by Table 8. The values consists of the actors,
stakeholders, and pre-conditions for each use case. The actors are the individuals who
are participating or stepping through the process outlined in the use case. In this case, the
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actors are the people who have to gather their own aspects of security data. The
stakeholders are the individuals (i.e., enterprise computer users and customers) who will
be affected by the outcome of the process. The pre-conditions are the states that the
trigger for the use case (i.e., the state the environment has to be in prior to the use case
steps).
Now, what will the event data generator provide? As stated in the proposed
methodology chapter, security events are correlated at the location and event levels. The
Event Data Generator randomly generates security events based on vulnerabilities
defined in the National Vulnerability database as shown in Table 9 (National
Vulnerability Database, 2012).

Table 8. Use case default values
Default Values for All Use Cases
Actor: Management
Direct Actors
Actor: Physical Security
Actor: System Administrators
Actor: Legal
Actor: Finance
Actor: Corporate Communications
Actor: Customer Service
Actor: Finance
Actor: Information Security Research and Development
Actor: Company Board of Directors
Enterprise Community
Stakeholder
1. Security events have been created via event generator
Pre-conditions
2. The correlated and classified data is ready for viewing via
the Security Event Viewer.
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Table 9. Event Data Generator Use Case
UC – 01: Event Data Generator
Generate security events based on vulnerabilities.
Summary
Direct Actors
Stakeholders
A security event needs to occur on the enterprise in order to
Pre-conditions
conduct experiments.
1. Add a record to the Configs database table in order to set the
Main Success
parameter for the event data generation.
Scenario(Basic Flow)
2. Start the Event Data Generator application.
3. Let the application run for a desired number of time intervals.
Alternative
 If the end-user needs a larger dataset:
Scenario Extensions
1. Run the Event Data Generator before make the current
(Alternate Flows):
configuration inactive.
2. Stop the application at the desired dataset size
Post-conditions
Notes and Questions

A set of security events are created over a desired number of time
intervals..
Note:

The data generator application is a multi-threaded Java application that uses
scheduled threads to generator the security events. There are three important data types
in this application. They consist of DCLoc, DCService, and DCNode. DCLoc is the
location data type. It defines an array/list of services. DCService is the service data type
defined in DCLoc. It contains an array/list of nodes or devices that make up each service.
When the data generator application is started, it will get a list of locations defined in the
database. Each location will be an individual thread to generate security events as shown
in Figure 19. This is done by using the Java executor types (Java Tutorials, 2012). Each
location thread randomly selects a number of services where a vulnerability selection will
take place as shown in Figure 20 (i.e. a vulnerability will be selected under the premise
that it has already been exploited). Then, each service selects a random number of
intervals to select vulnerabilities as shown in Figure 21. This will generate the number of
times the vulnerability was exploited during a given time interval.
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Figure 19. Data Generator Thread Creation
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Figure 20. Location Data Type Random Service Selection
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Figure 21. Service Data Type Node Vulnerability Selection

Cyber Security Storm Map
In this section, we cover the details of the visualization approach. This entails
details of the overall holistic view, general application features, and hardware and
software requirement. We are defining a holistic security view as a view that looks at the
business and IT services as a whole. We do not be focusing solely on devices to
determine the impact of a security breach, but the services and locations that those
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devices form in order to provide a top-level view that will provide consumable
information for a diverse audience. We used a weather map view.
How does a weather map view provide a holistic view of security events? First,
we abstract the network components by service and then by location. Therefore, there is
no end-user information overload. A drill-down from location shows each business or IT
service that is available at that location. Building on this metadata allows for additional
meaning to be added when an event occurs because the security visualization can
potentially show the spread of virus propagation, one view may show propagation rate,
recovery rate as the patches or antivirus mitigations has started. The main purpose for
this visualization is to provide data analysis assistance for decision support purposes (i.e.
to show emerging relationships that typically go unnoticed because the data cannot
observed as a whole or because of sheer volume).
What features will the visualization provide? There are three views of the data
provided: (1) the location view as shown in Figure 22, (2) the storm map view as shown
in Figure 23, and (3) the service view. First is the location view. The location view
shows the connected locations and the security vulnerabilities that are occurring. The
storm map view will start with a set of physical locations illustrating how each site
connects to another site. From each location, the user will be able to drill down and see
the business and IT services that are available at that location. This provides a similarity
between our security weather/storm map and a meteorological weather map. In a
meteorological weather map like Doppler radar icons in reference to high and low fronts,
hurricanes and snowstorms are visible and intuitive. Therefore, we would like to take a
similar approach with security storms. The collection of icons will be used as a legend to
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describe the types of security storms. The user will be able to select nodes in order to
obtain additional information such as detailed description of the events and severity that
are occurring via a popup window.

Enterprise
services
provided at the
location
connectivity

Printing
e-Mail

Company
Internet
Site

Figure 22. Location View with Services

From the service view, the user is able to see devices that make up the services.
They can drill down to see the devices connected to each service and the events that are
occurring. This gives the network or security engineer the ability to see which portions
of the network are plagued by events and determine based on business need. This
additional metadata can be used to narrow down the steps for risk mitigation.
The users will be provided a preferences panel, a security-warning panel, and a
security event simulation panel. These components will allow a user to customize their
view so that they can see the information relevant for their needs. They will be allowed
to turn the icons off and on for various types of events from the view layout. The history
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form of the preferences panel will allow the users to select a date and time in order to
view historical events and see their progression to better understand the event
propagation. This feature provides a similar element of a meteorological weather map by
showing security storm progression.

Figure 23. Security Storm Map for Example Scenario

In Figure 23, we show Location A – Memphis, TN and Location B – Birmingham,
AL. Each has a cloud the represents that there is a problem. Color defines the level of
the event severity. The lightning’s colors are defined as the following:


Yellow – the largest percentage of events have a low CVSS v2 Base Score



Orange – the largest percentage of events have a medium CVSS v2 Base Score



Red – the largest percentage of events have a high CVSS v2 Base Score
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In our case, all of the vulnerabilities have a high base score. Therefore, the lightning is
red inferring that they require immediate attention.
If the largest percentage of event types is split between two groups, we will go
with the group with the highest severity. Next, there are lines between locations that
have a correlation between the vulnerabilities that are occurring. The line size depicts the
amount/number of correlations. In Figure 23, the Memphis and Birmingham locations
currently have only four vulnerabilities and they are affecting both locations’ services,
which is the web hosting services. Based on our initial correlation networks

and

for Location A and Location B, we show the correlation of the vulnerabilities between
the two areas. At this point, we look at

and

which is the correlation network of

vulnerabilities in each locations correlation network set. Based on the correlation of
vulnerabilities that we have occurring, if the correlated pair exists in both

and

, we

create the connection line between the locations based on the total number of existing
pairs (i.e., the more existing pair the larger the line). This visually shows the degree for
which they are connected.
Hardware. Initially, in the design of the storm map, I had decided to create it
solely as a server based application. Therefore, I had decided to use Java to create the
application. However, after looking at Adobe Flex, it seemed to provide a richer and
rapid programming environment in order to create a good user interface. Hence, I created
the application on a Toshiba Satellite X205with 4GB of RAM, two 250GB hard drives,
an Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU T5450.
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Software. The user interface (UI) was created using Adobe Flex. This choice
stemmed from requiring a rapid programming environment. I decided to create a webbased application therefore; it will be easily deployable to a desktop or server. The UI is
made of three basic components consisting of a navigation component, application
simulation/security warnings component, and a visualization component.
The collapsible preferences component on the left contains the weather map, a
network layout, and date preferences tabs. These tabs allow the user to customize their
visualization component. Next, the visualization component in the middle allows the
user to pan/zoom either a weather map or a services layout map when drilling down into
a locations network design in order to see detail data about security events. Finally, the
show simulation/warnings component allows the user to see the types of warnings that
are occurring as seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24. Cyber Security Storm Map Application Interface

Use Case. What will a security storm map provide? As stated in as the proposed
methodology, security events will be correlated on a location by location basis. This
information is super imposed at the geo graphic level onto a map creating a security
storm map as shown in Figure 25. Therefore, the questions that can be answered in
reference to the location by location data is as follows: (1) Are the current security
events from one geographical location related to another geographical locations? (2)
What is the max severity of the events linking the location? (3) What are the percentages
of the severities of the events linking the locations? Therefore, the steps of the security
storm use case will take us through how to view this information as shown in Table 10.
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Figure 25. Location Correlation relationship diagram
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Table 10. Security Storm Map
UC – 04: Security Storm Map
Security Storm Map view of an event.
Summary
Direct Actors
Stakeholders
A security event has occurred somewhere across the enterprise.
Pre-conditions
1. Start the Security Event Viewer application.
Main Success
2. Select a completed simulation from the viewer’s preferences
Scenario(Basic Flow)
pane under Historical Data.
3. View the Simulation Details.
4. Click Replay in order to replay the storms on the security
storm visualization.
Alternative
 If the user needs to see a list of the detail security events:
Scenario Extensions
1. Select Show Warnings/History button.
(Alternate Flows):
2. View the appropriate information
 If the user needs to know highest percentage of security events
that are correlated between locations:
1. From the Visualization pane, the user will see the
geographical locations associated with the simulations
2. Look for a line between geographic locations
3. Line color shows the highest percentage of severity of
events that each location have in common.
Post-conditions

Notes and Questions

A view of the current security events are provided in a storm map
where the relationships between locations and storm severity are
captured.
Note:

Network layout drill down. What will a network layout drill down provide? As
stated in as the proposed methodology, security events will be correlated on an event by
event basis. This information is super imposed onto a service and node level network
drill down as shown in Figure 26. Therefore, the questions that can be answered in
reference to the event by event data is as follows: (1) Are the current security events
from one geographical location related to another geographical locations? (2) What is the
max severity of the events linking the location? (3) What are the percentages of the
severities of the events linking the locations? Therefore, the steps of the security storm
use case will take us through how view this information as shown in Table 11.
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Figure 26. Event Correlation relationship diagram
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Table 11. Network Layout drill down
UC – 05: Network Layout Drill Down
Network drill down view of an event(s)
Summary
Direct Actors
Stakeholders
Pre-conditions
 A security event has occurred somewhere across the enterprise.
 The Security Event View application is running.
 A completed simulation from the viewer’s preferences pane
under Historical Data is selected.
 A completed simulation from the viewer’s preferences pane
under Historical Data is selected.
 The user is replaying the simulation
1. Double click on a geographic location marker
Main Success
2. Network layout diagram will appear.
Scenario(Basic Flow)
3. Zoom down to the services in the view.
Alternative
Scenario Extensions
(Alternate Flows):
A view of the current security events are provided in a network
Post-conditions
layout where the relationships between locations and event severity
are captured.
Notes and Questions
Note:

Services view. What will a services view drill down provide? As stated in as the
proposed methodology, security events will be correlated on an event-by-event basis.
These events are imposed at a location level, then a services level, and finally a node
level. We are able to show which services have security event relationships with other
services by drawing lines between services that have an event-by-event relationship (i.e.,
there is a relationship between event A and event B). Therefore, this view is able to
answer the following questions: (1) Are the current security events from one service is
related to another service? (2) What is the max severity of the events linking the
services? (3) What are the percentages of the severities of the events linking the services?
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Therefore, the steps of the services view use case will take us through how to view this
information as shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Service view
UC – 06: Services View
Summary
Direct Actors
Stakeholders
Pre-conditions

Services view of a location showing connected security events.



Main Success
Scenario(Basic Flow)
Alternative
Scenario Extensions
(Alternate Flows):
Post-conditions

Notes and Questions

A security event has occurred somewhere across the
enterprise.
The Security Event View application is running
1. Double click on a geographic location marker
2. Network layout diagram will appear.
3. Zoom down to the services in the view.

A view of the current security events are provided in a network
layout where the relationships between services and event severity
are captured.
Note:

Simulation Preferences. What will a simulation view provide? The simulation
view will provide a network layout of the entire environment similar to the network drill
down view. However, the sole purpose is to provide detail in reference to all locations
available whether they are active or inactive for simulation selection, a list of all services
by location, all nodes by services, all installed software by node and the ability to add
properties as shown in Figure 27 and Table 13.
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Table 13. Simulation Preferences
UC – 07: Simulation Preferences
Simulation preferences view of the network.
Summary
Direct Actors
Stakeholders
Pre-conditions
 A simulated network has been created.
 The Security Event View application is running.
Main Success
Scenario(Basic Flow)
Alternative
Scenario Extensions
(Alternate Flows):
Post-conditions
Notes and Questions

1. Select the Options menu from the menu bar.
2. Select Simulation from the Options Menu.
3. The Simulation Preferences dialog box is started.

A view of the current network layout is presented that captures the
relationships between locations, services, and devices.
Note:

Figure 27. Simulation Preferences
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Event Correlation and Classification Application
Next, we match the current storm(s) with known storms by comparing them using
the correlation network comparison mentioned in Random Matrix Theory section to
known storms in the security storm database.
First, I compare the current storm Sc to a known storm Sk by comparing
correlation networks C1 from the matrix set representation of each storm Cn. We
calculate the similarity m based on the following measurement:

,

Equation 1. Correlation Network Similarity

where

,

, and

are weighted coefficients for three subsets of edges and

represents the number of edges in E (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (a); Wu Q.
, Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (b); Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta, 2009 (c)).
The similarity between the current storm Sc to a known storm Sk is defined by
Equation 1. The first term defines the similarity between the overlapping subgraphs of
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the storm correlation networks. The second term defines the relationship between the
shared and non-shared nodes. If there is a high correlation between nodes, it is
considered positive because it shows significance in shared nodes. The third term defines
the relationship between the nodes that are only contained in one network, which is
considered a negative factor because the nodes do not exists in both networks. Finally,
we do not consider the external edge subsets because they do not contain any shared
nodes and should not have any significance on the similarity. The purposed for this
comparison is to present the user with a list of potential known security storms.
Therefore, the user can be presented with a number of security storm characteristics and
saved information in relation to risk mitigation.
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(a) Current correlation network
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(b) Known correlation network

Figure 28: Correlation Network Similarity (Wu Q. , Ferebee, Lin, & Dasgupta,
2009 (b))

Now, I will select a location and see the affected services. This is where we use
the correlation between vulnerabilities and time to show the relationship of the
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vulnerabilities between the services. So, if there is a relationship between V1 and V2 and
V1 exists in Service A and V2 exists in Service B, then, there should be a correlation line
between the two. The line will be larger depending on the number of correlations that
exists between the two services as show in Figure 30. Finally, we did a drill-down from
the service as shown in Figure 30. We continue to use the correlation information here
by showing connections between devices. So, if there is a relationship between
vulnerability V1 and V2 and V1 exists on a Device A and V2 exists on Device B there
would be a line between the two. The line size would increase based on the number of
correlated events that exist between the two as shown in Figure 31. In addition, there is a
vulnerability detail bar where the user can scroll through details in reference to the
selected device.
There are visualization, correlation, modeling and analysis research that focus
solely on the technical as shown Figure 29. As stated in the Related Work section,
determining the impact of a security vulnerability or breach requires input from more
than IT and security professionals. There are typically financial, legal, procedural factors
that are associated thus, requiring information to be consumable across different
organizations. It is difficult to explain to someone there is a ssh vulnerability that needs
to be fix. Business organizations want to know what it means to them and being able to
sale a product or service. They do understand the concept of not being able to provide a
business service and the loss (i.e., financial, etc.) associated. Therefore, the purpose for
abstracting vulnerabilities up to the business service level via a geospatial reference
allows the other organizations to assess how it will influence their organizations (i.e.,
sales, finance, legal, etc.).
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Figure 29. Geo-spatial Attack Graph User Interface (Jajodia & Noel, 2010)
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Figure 30. Security Storm Map Drill-down to Service
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Figure 31. Security Storm Map - Drill Down to Devices

Hardware. In the design of this system, it was realized that a fair amount of
computing power was needed in order to perform the matrix math calculations.
Therefore, I looked for an environment that I could access with few time usage
restrictions. This led to the use of a NVIDIA graphics processing unit (GPU). The GPU
would provide the computing power need to the matrix math calculations without the
time usage restricts. Therefore, a GeForce GTX 460 was purchased. The GPU has the
NVIDIA CUDA technology with CUDA C/C++, Direct Compute 5.0 and OpenCL
support (NVIDIA Developer Zone, 2012). This allowed me to off load the matrix math
onto the GPU while still retaining the computing power of the HP Desktop to run
VMware Server (NVIDIA Developer Zone, 2012; MySQL:: Developer Zone, 2012). The
Hewlett Packard (HP) Desktop has 8GB of RAM, Quad Core AMD 64bit processor, and
1TB of storage. This computer will function run the other components of the correlation
and classification application.
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Software. Because I used a GPU to perform the matrix math computation, I had
to write the code for the correlation and classification application in C++. This provided
the ability to use a few additional packages to make the computations simpler. These
consisted of using the Boost C++ libraries for chi-square test and CULA Tools for a
simpler interface to perform the matrix math calculations (Boost C++ Libraries, 2012;
CULA Dense, 2012). Next, the application has to connect to the database component, I
had to install the MySQL C++ connectors and drivers (MySQL:: Developer Zone, 2012).
Because of the previous problems in Java with the database connection problems, I
decided to check for connection pool capabilities. Connection pooling was turned on
from the Microsoft Window’s ODBC control panel (Microsoft Windows 7, 2012).
Use Case. What will the event correlation and classifier provide? As stated in
the proposed methodology, security events will be correlated at the location and event
levels. In order to correlate this information, we need to have created an application that
correlates and classifies the data. This application will first need to clean the data,
aggregate it, and store the appropriate metadata. The metadata will be used to create the
location, service, node/device, and event relationships needed in the visualizations as
shown in Table 8 and Appendix C.

Table 14: Event Correlation and Classifier Use Case
UC – 02: Event Correlation and Classifier
Security Storm Map view of an event.
Summary
Direct Actors
Stakeholders
A security event has occurred somewhere across the enterprise.
Pre-conditions
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UC – 02: Event Correlation and Classifier
1. Start the Event Correlation and Classifier application.
Main Success
2. Gather the current active simulation configurations.
Scenario(Basic Flow)
3. Start the data aggregation process.
4. Create the local and global metadata
5. Correlate the event-by-time-interval matrices.
6. De-noise the event-by-time-interval matrices.
7. Classify the event-by-time-interval matrices
8. Correlate the location-by-event matrices
9. De-noise the location-by-event matrices
10. Store the data in the database to be used by the visualization.
Alternative
Scenario Extensions
(Alternate Flows):
Provide correlated and classified security events to the Storm Map
Post-conditions
Visualization.
Notes and Questions
Note:

The correlation and classifier application consists of the following components: a
data loader, a correlation engine, an event level classifier, and a location level classifier.
The ceDataLoader data type is used for summarizing the raw event data and creating the
metadata. The main function for loading data queries the database summarizes the data
over an interval window by location and as a global data as shown in Appendix C.
Global data includes a summarization of all events by type per location and is used to do
the location-by-location correlation.
The corrEngine data type is used to correlate the summarized matrix of events-bytime-interval. The loadMatrix function of this data type performs a MySQL query where
the events are aggregated by type over an interval range (MySQL:: Developer Zone,
2012). Each interval range is a sliding window meaning that if there are 24 intervals
created in a simulation and the interval window is size 15, all matrices are created using a
sliding window until we reach the max interval. Before de-noising, we correlate each
matrix, and calculate the eigenvalues using the CULA LAPACK libraries and store it in
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the database as shown in Appendix C (CULA Dense, 2012). The CULA libraries provide
the ability to perform matrix math on a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) (NVIDIA
Developer Zone, 2012).
De-noising and the classification of matrices is handled by the ceClassifier data
type. As covered in the proposed methodology sections, the nearest neighbor distribution
is calculated. Next, it is used to determine a cutoff value in order to de-noise the matrix
as shown in Appendix C. The denoiseMatrix function uses the Boost C++ distribution
functions to perform the ChiSquares test verification as shown in Appendix C (Boost
C++ Libraries, 2012).
The ceClassifier data type also finds the similar matrices/storms that match the
current correlated storm. This is done by using the similarity equations as shown in
Equation 1. These equations are implemented in the ceClassifier’s similarity function as
shown in Appendix C. The default value of the weight coefficient for the shared interval
edges is one. The weight coefficient for the bridging edges is 0.5. The weight coefficient
for the non-shared internal edges is set to the value of 0.5. If there are no similar
matrices/storms the current storm matrix that is being evaluated is added as a new storm
to the classified storms table.
Database and Data Model
In this section, the data model for the visualization and event correlation is
covered. The information provided includes the virtual hardware where the database
resides, the database software, and the data model created.
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Hardware. Because there is limited hardware, the database is hosted on a
VMware virtual machine running Ubuntu 10.x. The VM has 1GB of RAM and one CPU.
Originally the VM had 512MB of RAM. This lead to performance problems and made
the VM sometime unresponsive. Therefore, the memory allocation was increased.
Software. The database software is MySQL 5.x. It is setup for remote
connections on port 3306. Because of the connection creation issues in Java and C++ the
connection, timeout was set to 15 seconds instead of the default of 5 seconds.
Next, the data model was created for the cyber storm map system. This involved
parsing the vulnerabilities available from the NVD and the hardware profiles available
from in the CPE (Common Platform Enumeration (CPE) Dictionary, 2012; National
Vulnerability Database, 2012). These profiles were provided in an XML format. Perl
was used to parse the XML and insert the data into the database. The database consists of
4 table categories: 1) NVD profiles and metadata, 2) geospatial environment data 3)
location specific unclassified storm data, 4) location specific classified storm data, and 5)
global geospatial storm data. The NVD profiles and metadata category contains all of the
tables dealing with the vulnerability values, hardware profiles, and their metadata. The
geospatial data tables contain all of the geographic location, services, and device specific
information. The location specific classified storm category deals with the entire event
correlation prior storm classification. The location specific classified storm data table
category deal with the known storms and their metadata. The global geospatial storm
category deals with all of the location-to-location correlation of events as shown in
Appendix B.
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Data Retrieval Services
In this section, the data retrieval services for the visualization and event
correlation is covered. The information provided includes the virtual hardware where the
data retrieval services reside and the software written to provide them.
Hardware. Because there was limited hardware, the data retrieval services were
hosted on a VMware virtual machine running Ubuntu 10.x. The VM has 1GB of RAM
and one CPU. Originally the VM had 512MB of RAM. This lead to performance
problems and made the VM sometime unresponsive. Therefore, the memory allocation
was increased.
Software. Because the visualization component was created using Adobe Flex, a
database cannot be directly accessed like in Java or C++. Therefore, Flex requires HTTP
requests in order to access data. Hence, I will use PHP to create a database connection to
the MySQL database, perform a query, and output the query results in XML. The XML
is then parsed by the Flex application.
Use Case. What will the data services provide? As stated in the proposed
methodology, we propose using a security storm visualization to show the correlated
relationships of the data. In order to provide the data for the visualization, PHP scripts
serve the data to the end-user visualization as shown in Table 15.

Table 15. Correlated and Classified data services use case
UC – 03: Correlated and Classified Data Services
XML data provided after a HTTP request to a PHP script.
Summary
Direct Actors
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UC – 03: Correlated and Classified Data Services
Stakeholders
Security event has been correlated, classified, and the meta data
Pre-conditions
created.
1. The Security Storm Map application requests data from the
Main Success
database via a HTTP request.
Scenario(Basic Flow)
2. Receive data requested via XML output.
3. Parse the XML document.
4. Present the data to the end-user.
Alternative
 If the user needs to update a configuration:
Scenario Extensions
1. Provide the updated information in an input form in the
(Alternate Flows):
visualization application
2. Submit the update to the database via a PHP script.
A XML document is presented to the requesting application that
Post-conditions
can be parsed and used in the visualization.
Notes and Questions
Note:

The PHP scripts take a HTTP POST or a HTTP GET request. The request is
parsed and the data provided as input. The scripts provide XML output and is parsed as
input by the visualization as shown in Appendix C.
In this chapter, we covered the implementation details of the security storm map,
the steps of the event correlation used to produce the metadata used in the visualization,
the user interface, and the simulation step used in testing the validity of the data to be
used in this research. These sections provide a blue print of how the components will
interact and how the data will be significant to the end-user. Therefore, in the next
chapter I will cover the actual tests and information flow through the system from
creation of the event simulation to the visualization of the output.
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Chapter V: Experiments and Results
This chapter describes the test setup, and output from test runs used to validate the
implementation details mentioned in Chapter IV in reference to the visualization and
event correlation.
Experiments
In this section, the entire visualization process is illustrated through use cases and
examples. The use cases take you through the multi-granularity aspects of the data by
showing the exploration of events from the location, service, and node level relationships.
This is done via the following uses cases: security storm map, network layout drill down,
services view, and simulation view. These use cases have a default set of values as
referred to by Table 8. The values consists of the actors, stakeholders, and pre-conditions
for each use case. The actors are the individuals who are participating or stepping
through the process outlined in the use case. In this case, the actors are the people who
have to gather their own aspects of security data. The stakeholders are the individuals
(i.e. enterprise computer users and customers) who will be affected by the outcome of the
process. The pre-conditions are the states that the trigger for the use case (i.e. the state
the environment has to be in prior to the use case steps).
Hardware directed experiments. In hardware directed experiments, the
objective is to select vulnerabilities that only reference hardware. Therefore, hardware
events are randomly selected. The hardware experiments will have parameter settings as
shown in Table 16.
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Table 16. Hardware Event Directed Experiment
Parameter
Number of Locations
Number of Services
Devices
Installed Software
Time Interval Size
Number of Time Intervals
Security Events
Date

Value
11
2 – 3 services per geographical location
1 – 3 software titles per device
300 seconds or 5 minutes
31

Software directed experiments. In software directed experiments, the objective
is to select vulnerabilities that only reference software. Therefore, software events are
randomly selected. The software experiments will have parameters settings as shown in
Table 17.

Table 17. Software Event Directed Experiment
Parameter
Number of Locations
Number of Services
Devices
Installed Software
Time Interval Size
Number of Time Intervals
Security Events
Date

Value
11
2 – 3 services per geographical location
1 – 3 software titles per device
300 seconds or 5 minutes
32

Experiment Example
In this section, a concrete example is covered. This example is from the aspect of
a specific geospatial location and covers the event correlation, de-noising/filtering, and
classification processes. Table 18 shows the data values for the de-noised matrix for the
Memphis, TN locally de-noised matrix. Table 19 shows the values from the percentage
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of low, medium, and high base metrics for this location from the source event value.
Table 20 provides the base metric scores for the source events for the Memphis, TN
example. Each of these tables is used in the visualization to provide correlated events
and severity.
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Table 18. De-noised Matrix for Memphis, TN Example
CVE-2001-0861
1

CVE-2005-2186
0

CVE-2005-2552

CVE-2001-0861
CVE-2005-2186

0

1

CVE-2005-2552

0

0.066226617

0.222456098
CVE-2005-2988
CVE-2006-0259
CVE-2007-0963

0
0

0
0

CVE-2005-2988

CVE-2006-0259
0

CVE-2007-0963
0

0.066226617

0

0

1

0.106198847

0

0

0.106198847

1

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.222456098

Table 19. Base Metric Percentages for Memphis, TN Example
Count between (0, 3.9)
Count between (4, 6.9)
Count between (7, 10)
Total Vul
percent_low
percent_medium
percent_high
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2
6
3
12
0.166667
0.5
0.25

Table 20. Correlated Event Base Metric Scores
Pearson’s
Correlation
1
0.222456098
1
0.066226617
0.066226617
1
0.106198847
0.222456098
0.106198847
1

Source Event
CVE-2001-0861
CVE-2001-0861
CVE-2005-2186
CVE-2005-2186
CVE-2005-2552
CVE-2005-2552
CVE-2005-2552
CVE-2005-2988
CVE-2005-2988
CVE-2005-2988

Source Event
Base Metric Score
5
5
1.9
1.9
7.5
7.5
7.5
5
5
5
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Destination
Event
CVE-2001-0861
CVE-2005-2988
CVE-2005-2186
CVE-2005-2552
CVE-2005-2186
CVE-2005-2552
CVE-2005-2988
CVE-2001-0861
CVE-2005-2552
CVE-2005-2988

Destination Event
Base Metric Score
5
5
1.9
7.5
1.9
7.5
5
5
7.5
5

Output
Over the course of this research, I have implemented several components that
have resulted in the output in this section. Those components consist of the following:
an event generator, a data loader and summarization module, a correlation engine, an
event classifier, data services component, and a visualization component. Each module
helps to provide the results covered in the following sections: storms identified, local
storm event-by-time relationships, and global storm location-by-event- relationships.
Storms identified. As mentioned in the previous sections, there are two types of
tests performed. The software directed test was to provide events that are significant only
to the software installed in the environment. The software consists of web server
software, various operating systems, database software, application server software, etc.
The hardware directed test was to select events based on the hardware available in the
enterprise. This consisted of hardware such as printers, servers, firewalls, routers,
switches, etc.
Between these two types of tests, there were 214 local storms created as shown in
Figure 32 and 26 global storms (i.e., these are a correlation of events location-bylocation). In the next two sections, we will cover the output from these tests.
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Percentage of Local Storms
by Experiment Type
67%
70%
60%
50%
40%

33%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Hardware Directed

Software Directed

Figure 32. Percentage of Local Storms Created by Experiment Type

Percentage of Global Storms
by Experiment Type
65%

80%
60%

35%

40%
20%
0%
Hardware Directed

Software Directed

Figure 33. Percentage of Global Storms Created by Experiment Type
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Event correlation. As mentioned in the previous sections, there is a de-noising
of the correlation networks. During the initial process, a cut-off value interval was at
every 0.1 step between 0.1 to 0.9. Using this interval range, no cut-off values were
determined. Therefore, the cut-off value was incremented from 0.01 to 0.9 at every 0.01
interval. With this more granular cut-off value, I was able to get better cut-off values as
shown in Figure 34.

Number of Cut-Off Values Found

Number of Cut-Off Values Found by
Security Events
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Security Event Occurance

Figure 34. Cut-Off Values Found by Number of Security Events.

Through the event correlation and classification process, the security events were
summarized by event type per time interval per location. Afterward, the correlation,
classification, and similarity steps were started. After making the change in reference to
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finding a cut-off or filter value, the correlation step progressed as planned. However, the
similarity step showed signs of inconsistency (i.e., no similarities were found). Because
no similar correlation networks were found, this leaves opportunity for additional tuning
in future approaches to this technique. I believe that selecting the similarity weight
values bases on an organization’s view of importance will provide a better way of finding
similar networks. This weighting can be based on the environmental value of the CVSS
scoring system. The environmental metric allows an organization to provide weighted
values to increase or decrease the importance of a CVSS base metric score and temporal
metric score depending on an organization’s architecture or view of importance.
Additional correlation and classification statistics in reference to the number of classified,
summarized, correlated, and de-noised correlation networks are shown in Figure 35.

Event Correlation Statistics
250
200
150
100
50
0
Classified

Summarized Correlated

Denoised

Similarity

Figure 35. Random Matrix Theory: Event Correlation Statistics
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Visualizations
In the previous sections, I covered the steps/processes for constructing a security
storm map. In this section, there will be a traversal of the security storm map and the
results of the event correlation steps. The first visualization is the security storm map as
shown in Figure 36. The visualization shows a marker for each geographic location. All
gray markers represent the location that is inactive for the simulation (i.e., its services and
devices will not be considered). The next visualization is the service level visualization
as shown in Figure 37. The service view pictured currently has no events shown.

Figure 36. Security Storm Map with no Storms
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Figure 37. Service View with no security events

Hardware Directed Experiment. In this section, a walkthrough of a hardware
directed storm will be covered. In Figure 38, the enterprise environment is pictured at the
geo spatial level. This allows for the users to see which enterprise locations are active
(i.e., pictured by white map markers) and which enterprise locations are inactive (i.e.,
pictured by gray map markers). No security events are active in the enterprise network
pictured.
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Figure 38. Security Storm Map Prior to Experiments

When the hardware directed experiment is started, security storms appear on the
visualization as shown in Figure 39. The global correlation for the enterprise network in
Figure 39 does not have any correlated security events between locations. Therefore,
lines linking the locations together are not visible. However, storm clouds are visible
over geographical areas where security events are occurring. These storm clouds are
dotted with orange lightning. The lightning signifies that the highest percentage of
correlations that are occurring have a CVSS base score of between 4 and 6.9 for the
source as shown in Table 7. Basically, 16% of the correlations had a low base metric
score, 58% had a medium base metric score, and 25% of the correlations had a high base
metric source event score.
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Figure 39. Security Storm Map with Storms

From each geographical location, by double clicking on the location marker, the
end-user can drill-down to detailed data. This drill-down will take them to a service level
diagram that shows all of the connected services for a location as shown in Figure 40.
Pictured are the enterprise services that are available at the Memphis, TN data center.
These services consist of e-Mail and Web application services. Pictured is a red arrow
signifying that there are a large percentage of correlated events that have occurred where
the source events are in the high base metric range (i.e., between 7.0 to 10) between
device pairs that make-up this service as shown in Figure 40. In Figure 41, pictured is
the device detail view of the current security storm. Shown are the source event and
destination event correlation pairs that occur between devices. The lines are colored in
the following manner: a yellow line signifies a low source event base metric score, an
orange line signifies medium source event base metric score, and a red line signifies a
high source base metric score. This means if there exists a source event and destination
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event between a set of devices a line is drawn between them. The line is colored based
on the source event base metric score. In other words, the highest percentage of
correlated event types (i.e., that have a low, a medium, or a high base metric source
score) between the pair of devices determines which base metric color-coding will be
used as shown in Table 20. If the highest percentage of source events has a low base
metric score, then the line will be colored yellow. If medium, it will be colored orange. If
high, it will be colored red.

The current storm has
security events where
the correlation between
two events only occur in
the e-Mail services.

`

Figure 40. Security Event at Service Level View
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Figure 41. Security Events at the DevicE View

Each time interval lasts 5 minutes. Therefore, in Figure 42 and Figure 43, the
next five-minute interval for the Memphis, TN location is visible. In this time interval,
there are no security events occurring.

`

Figure 42. Service Level View of Events at Next Five-Minute Interval
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Figure 43. Device Level View of Events at Next Five-Minute Interval

Software Directed Experiment. In this section, a walkthrough of a software
directed storm will be covered. When the software directed experiment is started,
security events appear on the visualization as shown in Figure 44. Pictured are security
events that are affecting multiple locations. The source security event base metric score
is greater than 4.0 and less than 6.9. The two services that are involved are e-Mail and
Web Application.
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`

Figure 44: Service Level View of the Software Directed Experiments

After double-clicking on the e-Mail services, the device-to-device security
vulnerability relationships are visible as shown in Figure 45. There are directed lines
between each of the nodes that have security event pairs in common. The line is orange
to represent the base metric range of the source event of correlated security event pair.
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Figure 45. Device View of Security Events in the Software Directed Experiment

In this chapter, test environment, the experiments, use cases, output, and
visualizations of the security experiments were covered. The test environment consisted
of five major components: the visualization application, security event generator, event
correlation and classification application, the database server, and data retrieval scripts
that feed the visualizations. The five components programmatically go through the
sense-making process. The two main aspects of foraging and finding a pattern are
handled by the event correlation and classification application. This component creates
the basis for the metadata used in the visualization. The final component of this research
was to create a holistic view of security. This was achieved via the security storm map
visualization. It leverages prior end-user knowledge of weather maps by classifying
security events as storms and showing the relationships between geographical areas. This
provides more meaning to security data by showing which components (i.e., locations,
services, and devices) have related security events.
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Chapter VI: Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Work
This chapter covers a discussion of the findings, conclusions drawn, and a
summarization of the preceding chapters in reference to the holistic view of security
research.
Discussion of Findings and Conclusions.
This section will cover the following aspects of the data results: raw aggregated
data, the event correlation (i.e., event-by-event and location-by-location), the de-noising
of the matrices, the classification of the event-by-event correlated matrices, and the
visualizations.
Security mechanisms, business and technical standards, HCI, user experience, and
current technologies provide guidance in approaching the problem of providing efficient
security visualizations. Security mechanisms provide an assurance of trust in reference to
computer system functionality. Trust in these situations refers to the feeling that
applications and hardware are functioning with normal parameters and are free from
issue. However, security mechanisms by themselves do not provide a clear
understanding the affect of security events on an enterprise environment or provide
guidance on how to handle said events. Hence, this prompted a review of various
security standards and best practices. These guides describe methods on how to handle
security events and how to interact with other groups during such events. The interaction
and mitigation procedures uncover the need for information sharing across multiple
audiences. Through a multiple decision-making processes information is assessed to
determine risk mitigation and impact analysis. Because multiple audiences need to
understand the information and its impact business and IT services, a tool that combines
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the data and highlights event significance is needed. Therefore, I proposed a
methodology to meet these needs as shown in Figure 1.
Next, general visualization concepts, a holistic security visualization, and event
correlation were covered. Holistic security was defined as observing all areas of security,
which encompasses business and IT as a whole. Thus, this creates the basis for a holistic
security visualization. The event correlation component is essential in implementing the
holistic visualization. It is a programmatic implementation of the sense-making process.
Thus, it provides the metadata relationships (i.e., discovered patterns) that are needed to
produce the visualization. This led to the implementation details of these components
and how they are used together to produce a security visualization to reach multiple
audiences.
The implementation details of the security storm map, the steps of the event
correlation used to produce the metadata used in the visualization where shown in Figure
30 and Figure 31. The metadata created is imposed on the visualization in order to show
the relationships between geographic locations, services, and devices. This is captured in
the user interface, and the simulation step used in testing the validity of the data used in
this research. These steps provide a blue print of how the components interact and how
the data is significant to the end-user. Next, the actual experiments and information flow
through the system from creation of the event simulation to the visualization of the output
were covered.
Finally, the test environment, the experiments, use cases, output, and
visualizations of the security experiments were covered. The test environment consisted
of five major components: the visualization application, security event generator, event
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correlation and classification application, the database server, and data retrieval scripts
that feed the visualizations. The five components programmatically go through the
sense-making process. The two main aspects of foraging and finding a pattern are
handled by the event correlation and classification application thus creating the basis for
the metadata used in the visualization. The final component of this research was a
holistic view of security. The security storm map fulfilled this need. It leverages prior
end-user knowledge of weather maps by classifying security events as storms and shows
the relationships between geographical areas. More meaningful context of the security
data was achieved by showing which components (i.e., locations, services, and devices)
have related security events.
Recommendations for Future Research
The proposed methods for event correlation and security visualization open many
opportunities for additional research. They consist of real-time event correlation,
creation of a global storm database, network size comparisons, weighting of event
classifications with business factors, and implementation of the system on a larger
infrastructure to improve performance. Such a tool will be useful for a cyber security at
Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for security or pandemic propagation
(CDC, 2012). Similarly, a national center for information dissemination and citizen
awareness would find the techniques used in this research value because of the ability to
provide consumable information for multiple audiences.
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Appendix A
Details of Software Package
Currently, I have covered a lot of concepts in the fore mentioned sections. Now, let us
cover how I propose to use current techniques to accomplish creating a Security Storm
Map that facilitates the correlation of security breaches to business significance.
Adobe Flex
Adobe Flex is a scripting language for creating rich internet applications (RIA) (Adobe
Flex, 2010). In this research, Flex was be used to create the user interface for the security
storm map. Several other tools were leveraged via Actionscript in order to create the
storm map, obtaining the geo spatial data, and the network drill downs.
Below are the modules that were included:

















mx.controls.Menu;
mx.rpc.events.ResultEvent;
mx.events.MenuEvent;
mx.managers.PopUpManager;
mx.collections.ArrayCollection;
mx.rpc.events.ResultEvent;
mx.collections.XMLListCollection;
mx.collections.ArrayCollection;
com.kapit.visualizer.*;
mx.controls.Label;
mx.containers.Canvas;
mx.core.UIComponent;
mx.controls.Image;
mx.controls.listClasses.IListItemRenderer;
flash.utils.Dictionary;
flash.filters.*;
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Umap
UMap is a mapping API by UMapper (UMap, 2010). In this proposal, UMap will be
used to create the geo-spatial map were the security storms will be layered. Business
services will mapped by location and links will be provided to drill down to the network
view in order to see relevant network components that make up the service.
Below are the modules that will be included:









com.afcomponents.umap.core.UMap;
com.afcomponents.umap.overlays.*;
com.afcomponents.umap.types.*;
com.afcomponents.umap.styles.*;
com.afcomponents.umap.gui.*;
com.afcomponents.umap.events.OverlayEvent;
com.afcomponents.umap.overlays.Overlay;
com.afcomponents.umap.gui.MapTypeControl

Kapit Visualizer
Kapit Visualizer is an API that allows the developer to create data graphs (Kapit
Visualizer, 2009). In this research, Visualizer is used to create the network data graphs.
These will show the network components and other devices (i.e. servers, printer,
firewalls, etc.) that reside in various data centers at a specified geo-spatial coordinate.
Below are the modules that will be included:










fr.kapit.visualizer.*;
fr.kapit.visualizer.actions.MultiSelectionAction;
fr.kapit.visualizer.actions.PanAction;
fr.kapit.visualizer.actions.data.SelectionActionData;
fr.kapit.visualizer.tools.overview.Overview;
fr.kapit.data.structure.KDataItem;
fr.kapit.visualizer.events.VisualizerEvent;
fr.kapit.layouts.constants.*;
fr.kapit.visualizer.renderers.*;
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fr.kapit.visualizer.base.uicomponent.GenericSprite;
fr.kapit.base.KapUIComponent;
fr.kapit.visualizer.constants.*;
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Appendix B
Database Model
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Appendix C
Event Correlation and Classifier Code Snippets
This section contains code snippets from the event correlation and classification
components.
Load Matrix Function
void ceDataLoader::loadMatrices(void)
{
printf("ceDataLoader: Beginning to load matrices\n");
/* variables */
dbConnection db;
string query = " ";
string tmpCVE = " ";
string tmpMin = " ";
string tmpMax = " ";
string tmpID = " ";
map<int, simulationDef>::iterator simIt;
int minInt = 0;
.int maxInt = 0;
int numRows = 0;
int tmpStormID = 0;
int tmpGlobalID = 0;
int tmpLocID = 0;
int tmpValue = 0;
int global_lda = 0;
// (num of locs) the leading
dimension of the array A or the height of the matrix
int global_n = 0;
// (num of cve) order of the matrix i.e.
size or row size
int tmpSimID_previous = 0;
int tmpMaxInt = 0;
/* used to iterate through the
intervals of a simulation configuration */
int tmpVal = 0;
printf("ceDataLoader:

starting to iterate over simulations\n");

/* iterate through the simulation configuration IDs */
for (simIt = simulations.begin(); simIt != simulations.end();
simIt++) {
/* get the min and max interval */
tmpID = boost::lexical_cast<std::string>(simIt->first);
printf("ceDataLoader: simID: m=%u\n", simIt->first);
maxInt = getMaxInterval(simIt->first);
minInt = getMinInterval(simIt->first);
minInt = 5;
printf("ceDataLoader: minInt: m=%u\n", minInt);
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tmpMaxInt = (minInt +
printf("ceDataLoader:
printf("ceDataLoader:
printf("ceDataLoader:
>second.numIntervals);
printf("ceDataLoader:
simulations\n");

(simIt->second.intervalWindow - 1));
minInt: m=%u\n", minInt);
tmpMaxInt: m=%u\n", tmpMaxInt);
numIntervals: m=%u\n", simItInside for loop over the

/* while loop to iterate over the intervals to create the
individual storms */
while (tmpMaxInt <= simIt->second.numIntervals)
{
global_n = getNumGlobalLoc(simIt->second.simID,
minInt, tmpMaxInt);
global_lda = getNumGlobalCVE(simIt->second.simID,
minInt, tmpMaxInt);
/* save the global storm configuration interval */
saveGlobalConfig(simIt->first, minInt, tmpMaxInt,
global_lda, global_n);
printf("ceDataLoader: After saveGlobalConfig in
while loop to iterate over intervals\n");
/* get global storm pattern ID */
tmpGlobalID = getGlobalStormID();
uploadGlobalSumData(tmpGlobalID, simIt->first,
minInt, tmpMaxInt);
printf("ceDataLoader:

In while loop to iterate over

intervals\n");
/* create database connection */
db.dbConnect();
db.stmt = db.con->createStatement();
db.stmt->execute("use infoviz;");
try {
/* summarize the interval values by cve_fk and
time_interval */
tmpMin =
boost::lexical_cast<std::string>(minInt);
tmpMax =
boost::lexical_cast<std::string>(tmpMaxInt);
query = "SELECT config_fk, time_interval,
cve_fk, cpe_fk, geo_loc_fk, count(*) int_total FROM
UNCLASSIFIED_STORM_RAW_DATA ";
query = query + "WHERE (config_fk = " + tmpID +
") AND ((time_interval >= " + tmpMin +") AND (time_interval <= " +
tmpMax + ")) ";
query = query + "group by config_fk,
time_interval, geo_loc_fk, cve_fk order by config_fk, geo_loc_fk,
time_interval, cve_fk";
printf("ceDataLoader: query: %s \n",
query.c_str());
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db.res = db.stmt->executeQuery(query);
/* need to separate the storms by location */
/* insert the matrix values into a
summarization table */
while (db.res->next())
{
if (tmpLocID != db.res>getInt("geo_loc_fk"))
{
numRows = getStormRowCount(simIt>first, db.res->getInt("geo_loc_fk"), minInt, tmpMaxInt);
// number of rows is incorrect
here... It should be a summarized number of rows
saveStormConfig(simIt->first,
db.res->getInt("geo_loc_fk"), simIt->second.intervalWindow, numRows,
1);
tmpLocID = db.res>getInt("geo_loc_fk");
/* get tmp storm ID */
tmpStormID = getTmpStormID();
/* save the raw data records */
setRawDataKey(tmpStormID, tmpLocID,
tmpGlobalID, simIt->first, minInt, tmpMaxInt);
}
tmpCVE = db.res->getString("cve_fk");
saveMatrix(tmpStormID, db.res>getInt("time_interval"), tmpCVE.c_str(), db.res->getInt("cpe_fk"),
db.res->getInt("int_total"));
printf("ceDataLoader:

after saving the

summarized matrix\n");
/* increment the interval values for the next
set of storms in the simulation */
minInt = minInt + 1;
tmpMaxInt = tmpMaxInt + 1;
} catch (sql::SQLException &e) {
cout << "ERROR: SQLException in " << __FILE__;
cout << "(" << __FUNCTION__ << ") on line " <<
__LINE__ << endl;
cout << "ERROR: " << e.what();
cout << " (MySQL error code: " <<
e.getErrorCode();
cout << ", SQLState: " << e.getSQLState() <<
")" << endl;
db.dbErrorClose();
} // end of try and catch
} // end of while loop
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} //end simID iterations
db.dbClose();
} // end of loadMatrices

CorrEngine’s cudaEigenCal Function
void corrEngine::cudaEigenCal(void)
{
int tmp_pos = 0;
/* calculate the eigen values and vectors of the matrix */
printf("corrEngine: Calling culaDeviceSsyev\n");
printf("corrEngine: for the eigen vectors lda=%u\n", n);
// configure CULA
corrConfig();
printf("corrEngine: After corrConfig and before
culaDeviceSsyev\n");
status = culaDeviceSsyevx(jobz, range, uplo, n, A_d, lda, 0, 0,
0, 0, 1.0, &m, w_d, z_d, lda, c);
checkStatus(status);
printf("corrEngine:

Copying Results to host\n");

/* copy device memory to host memory */
err = cudaMemcpy(w, w_d, (n)*sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
checkCudaError(err);
err = cudaMemcpy(z, z_d, (n*n)*sizeof(float),
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost);
checkCudaError(err);
printf("=========================================================
=========================\n");
/* upper result quadrant */
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) // rows
{
for (int j = (i+1); j < n; j++) // columns
{
tmp_pos = ((j*n)+i);
printf("Eigenvector: index: i=%u, j=%u, z[%u] =
%3.4f\n", i, j, tmp_pos, z[tmp_pos]);
}
}
printf("=========================================================
=========================\n");
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printf("corrEngine:
/* shutdown CULA */
culaShutdown();

shutdown CULA\n");

printf("corrEngine: de-allocate memory\n");
/* de-allocate memory */
cudaFree(A_d);
cudaFree(w_d);
cudaFree(z_d);
/* save matrix */
printf("corrEngine:
saveMatrix();

saving matrix\n");

}// end of cudaEiganCal

De-noise Matrix Function
void ceClassifier::denoiseMatrix(void)
{
/* GOE test variables */
double hyp_stdev;
double act_stdev;
string goe_result = "";
/* Poisson test variables */
float* hyp_eig_nn;
float* actual_eig_nn;
double hyp_eig_stdev;
double act_eig_stdev;
string piosson_result = "";
double alpha = 0.05;
double chi_results = 0;
int j = 0;
int c = 0;
float* W = new float[lda*lda];
bool cutOffStatus = false;
/* initial the cut off values */
initializeCutOff();
printf("ceClassifier:

Before test array intitialization\n");

/* apply cut off */
while (cutOffStatus == false)
{
W = applyCutOff(A, cut_off[c], lda);
/* determine NN */
hyp_eig_nn = nndist(W, lda);
actual_eig_nn = nndist(A, lda);
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/* determine standard deviation */
hyp_stdev = calStDev(W, (lda*lda));
act_stdev = calStDev(A, (lda*lda));
hyp_eig_stdev = calStDev(hyp_eig_nn, ((lda*lda) -1));
act_eig_stdev = calStDev(actual_eig_nn, ((lda*lda) -1));
/* test the null hypothesis */
goe_result = runChiSquares(hyp_stdev, act_stdev, (lda*lda),
alpha, "GOE");
piosson_result = runChiSquares(hyp_eig_stdev,
act_eig_stdev, ((lda*lda)-1), alpha, "PIOSSON");
if ((goe_result == "REJECTED") && (piosson_result ==
"ACCEPTED"))
{
cutOffStatus = true;
} else {
cutOffStatus = false;
/* set the counter for next cut off value */
c = c + 1;
}
}
/* update the new denoised matrix */
A_d = new float[lda*lda];
A_d = W;
} //end of denoiseMatrix

Run ChiSquares Function
string ceClassifier::runChiSquares(double hyp_sdev, double act_sdev,
int pop_size, double alpha_test, string test_type)
{
double hyp = hyp_sdev;
double act = act_sdev;
int size = pop_size;
double alpha = alpha_test;
string type = test_type;
double test_stat;
chi_squared distro(size - 1);
double ucv2;
double ucv;
double lcv2;
double lcv;
string chi_result;
double p;
/* test statistic */
test_stat= (size -1) * (hyp/act) * (hyp/act);
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p = cdf(distro, test_stat);
printf("=========================================================
=====\n");
printf("H0 Type: ");
cout << type << endl;
printf("=========================================================
=====\n");
printf("runChiSquares: hyp_sdev: %4.4f, act_sdev: %4.4f\n", hyp,
act);
printf("runChiSquares: test_stat: %4.4f, p: %4.4f\n", test_stat,
p);
printf("=========================================================
=====\n");
ucv2 = quantile(complement(distro, alpha /2));
lcv2 = quantile(distro, alpha/2);
ucv = quantile(complement(distro, alpha));
lcv = quantile(distro, alpha);
printf("runChiSquares: ucv: %4.4f, lcv: %4.4f, ucv2: %4.4f, lcv2:
%4.4f\n", ucv, lcv, ucv2, lcv2);
printf("=========================================================
=====\n");
if ((test_stat > ucv2) || (test_stat < lcv2))
{
chi_result = "REJECTED";
printf("runChiSquares: ucv2: %4.4f, lcv2: %4.4f, test_stat:
%4.4f\n", ucv2, lcv2, test_stat);
printf("runChiSquares: REJECTED\n");
printf("=========================================================
=====\n");
} else {
chi_result = "ACCEPTED";
printf("runChiSquares: ucv2: %4.4f, lcv2: %4.4f, test_stat:
%4.4f\n", ucv2, lcv2, test_stat);
printf("runChiSquares: ACCEPTED\n");
printf("=========================================================
=====\n");
}// end result check...
return chi_result;
}

Find Similarity Function
bool ceClassifier::findSimilar(void)
{
w_SI = 1.0;
// weight coefficient for shared internal edges
w_BR = 0.5;
// weight coefficient for bridging edges
w_NI = 0.5;
// weight coefficient for non-shared internal
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edges
int i = 0;
double si_ed = 0;
double ni_ed = 0;
double br_ed = 0;
double match_value = 0;
int aNumEdges = 0;
int bNumEdges = 0;
bool match = false;
dbConn.dbConnect();
dbConn.stmt = dbConn.con->createStatement();
dbConn.stmt->execute("use infoviz");
d_list = s_list;
vector<string> potSimList;
string query = "";
/* get list of potential matches */
dbConn.res = dbConn.stmt->executeQuery("SELECT DISTINCT storm_fk
FROM CLASSIFIED_STORM_CORRELATION WHERE (cve_source IN (" + s_list +
")) OR (cve_destination IN (" + d_list + "))");
while (dbConn.res->next())
{
potSimList.push_back(dbConn.res->getString("storm_fk"));
}
/* select the number of edges from current storm - storm a */
dbConn.res = dbConn.stmt->executeQuery("SELECT count(*) num_edges
FROM CLASSIFIED_STORM_CORRELATION WHERE storm_fk = '" + currentStorm
+"'");
while (dbConn.res->next())
{
aNumEdges = dbConn.res->getInt("num_edges");
}
/* find match */
while ((match == false) && (i < (int)potSimList.size()))
{
/* select the number of edges from each storm */
dbConn.res = dbConn.stmt->executeQuery("SELECT count(*)
num_edges FROM CLASSIFIED_STORM_CORRELATION WHERE storm_fk = '" +
potSimList[i] +"'");
while (dbConn.res->next())
{
bNumEdges = dbConn.res->getInt("num_edges");
}
/* Get the summarization of the all internal edges */
si_ed = w_SI * ceInternal(currentStorm, potSimList[i]);
/* Get the summarization of all non shared internal edges
*/
ni_ed = w_NI * ceNonInternal(currentStorm, potSimList[i],
aNumEdges, bNumEdges);
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/* Get the summarization of all bridging edges */
br_ed = w_BR * this->ceBridging(currentStorm,
potSimList[i], aNumEdges, bNumEdges);
match_value = si_ed + br_ed - ni_ed;
/* determine if the calculation found a match */
if (match_value >= 0.70)
{
match = true;
} else {
i++;
}
}
return match;
} //end of findSimilar

Data Retrieval Services Code Snippets
This section contains code snippets from the data retrieval PHP scripts.
<?PHP
###########################################################
# define the variables
###########################################################
$temp = array();
$val = array();
$database = '';
$username = '';
$password = '';
$host = '';
$host_port = '';
$port = 0;
$active = 1;
###########################################################
# open file for database connection information
###########################################################
$config_file = "/home/denise/infoviz/config/web_config.txt";
if (file_exists($config_file)) {
$handle = fopen($config_file, "r");
while (!feof($handle)) {
$buffer = fgets($handle);
$temp[] = split("=", $buffer);
if (isset($temp[0][1])) {
$val[$temp[0][0]] = $temp[0][1];
unset($temp);
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}
}
fclose($config_file);
}
$username = chop($val["username"]);
$database = chop($val["database"]);
$password = chop($val["password"]);
$host = chop($val["host"]);
$port = chop($val["port"]);
$host_port = $host . ":" . $port;
###########################################################
# open file for database connection information
###########################################################
$connection = mysql_connect($host_port, $username, $password);
if (!$connection) {
echo mysql_error();
die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error());
}
mysql_select_db( $database );
###########################################################
# variables sent
###########################################################
if (isset($_GET["active"])) {
$active = $_GET["active"];
}
###########################################################
# return a list of all the Configs
###########################################################
if (isset($_GET["active"])) {
$query = "SELECT * from infoviz.CONFIGS WHERE active = '" . $active . "'";
} else {
$query = "SELECT * from infoviz.CONFIGS";
}
$results = mysql_query($query);
###########################################################
# formats the XML results
###########################################################
echo "<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"utf-8\" standalone=\"no\"?>\n";
echo "<configs>\n";
###########################################################
# fetch rows from the database
###########################################################
while ($row = mysql_fetch_assoc($results)) {
echo " <simulation>\n";
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echo " <idEntry>" . $row["idEntry"] . "</idEntry>\n";
echo " <current_temp_storm_id>" . $row["current_temp_storm_id"] .
"</current_temp_storm_id>\n";
echo " <time_interval_size>" . $row["time_interval_size"] .
"</time_interval_size>\n";
echo " <current_time_interval>" . $row["current_time_interval"] .
"</current_time_interval>\n";
echo " <time_interval_window_size>" . $row["time_interval_window_size"] .
"</time_interval_window_size>\n";
echo " <current_no_of_locations>" . $row["current_no_of_locations"] .
"</current_no_of_locations>\n";
echo " <max_nodes_per_location>" . $row["max_nodes_per_location"] .
"</max_nodes_per_location>\n";
echo " <min_nodes_per_location>" . $row["min_nodes_per_location"] .
"</min_nodes_per_location>\n";
echo " <run_sim>" . $row["run_sim"] . "</run_sim>\n";
echo " <active>" . $row["active"] . "</active>\n";
echo " <run_date>" . $row["run_date"] . "</run_date>\n";
echo " </simulation>\n";
}
echo "</configs>\n";
###########################################################
# close the database connection
###########################################################
mysql_close($connection);
?>
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